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Abstract

Dynamic balancing can offer significant benefits to applications where moving parts are present. It aims to re-
duce the reaction forces and moments due to inertia of the parts, thereby reducing vibrations. Dynamic balancing
receives significant academic interest for planar and spatial applications, but limited attention for spherical mech-
anisms. This leads to the following goal of this thesis: Present novel force balanced spherical mechanisms design
using inherent balancing planar pantograph theory for use in micro precision applications.

To achieve this goal, the thesis has been divided into three sub goals. First is defining the qualitative benefit
of dynamic balancing for applications requiring micro-precision. This qualitative analysis looked into six dif-
ferent ’high speed precise’ applications with motion and determined a potentially significant benefit exists for
applications such as (space) telescopes, space manipulation, additive manufacturing, motions stages and beam
steering. Engines and drives require new balancing methods to achieve significant benefit. However, the analysis
also showed that many different aspects other then inertia also influence precision, thereby potentially reducing
the gained benefit in precision. This is due to the addition of extra components or mass in most common dynamic
balancing methods.

The second goal presents five new shaking force balanced spherical mechanisms using inherent balancing
theory. Here the planar knowledge of inherently balanced shapes such as the pantograph as well as the use of
projections are used to design three novel types of balanced spherical pantographs, namely the spherical panto-
graph, double spherical pantograph and the double S shaped mechanism with surrounding 4R four-bar linkage.
Also, two additional variations of the spherical pantograph and the double spherical pantograph are presented,
which leads to a total of five new designs. Each design has its required constraints and available design freedom
described. Also, the balance conditions for the double spherical pantograph are presented.

The last goal shows ten novel force balanced remote center mechanisms, using the three types of inherently
balanced spherical pantographs. These remote center mechanisms are either using a swivel joint or are a com-
bination of spherical pantographs to form a parallel manipulator. This allows all end effectors to show spherical
movement, around a fixed Center of Rotation. The pros and cons as well as feasible variations and constraints
are also discussed. To show the use case of a force balanced remote center mechanism, a realistic design has
been made for a beam steering application, where a mirror can perform a tip/tilt movement around a shared cen-
ter of rotation. The mechanism uses three scaled shifted double spherical pantographs as legs to form a parallel
manipulator, with a mirrored surfaced attached to the end effector and positioned in the center of rotation.
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1
Introduction

Mechanisms have been used for centuries to make life easier. Their ability to convert input force and movement
to a desired type of output force and movement makes them useful in many applications. This ability can be
achieved by using various components such as gears, bevels, chains, cams, linkages and joints or by bending
material [1]–[3]. These types of components allow for varied movements, from large movements in scissors
lifts and conveyor belts [4], [5] to microscopically small movements within Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems
(MEMS) devices [6].

Different applications warrant diverse types of mechanisms, which can be categorised into several distinctive
types. A relevant distinction is the difference between serial or parallel mechanisms. Serial mechanisms have
a single line of components connected in a chain between input and output. Benefits are a simpler design, less
components, the absence of singularities, a large range of motion and potentially easier control [7]. On the other
hand, parallel mechanisms have several chains connecting input with output, resulting in a higher stiffness, lower
inertia, easier inverse kinematics, more advantageous mass positioning and are more energy efficient [8]. A ad-
ditional categorisation could be made based on the type of movement a mechanism makes, namely planar, spatial
or spherical. Planar mechanisms have their rigid bodies all moving within a plane, whereas spatial mechanisms
can have parts move out of said plane [9]. Spherical mechanisms are a version of spatial mechanisms, where
the end-effector is constrained to move along a spherical path, resulting in a motion around a single Center of
Rotation (CoR) [10].

Different applications also mean varying desirable aspects for the mechanisms, ranging from a large range
of motion, small form factor, precise and accurate movement to low losses and cost. Another desirable aspect
is a minimal amount of vibrations caused by parts moving within the mechanism. These vibrations result from
reaction forces and moments due to the inertia of the moving components within a mechanism. When acceler-
ated a reaction force and/or moment is created, which can then result in a net reaction force at the base of the
mechanism, generating to vibrations. Dynamic balancing aims to reduce these vibrations, using passive or active
balancing methods.

Dynamic balancing can be split into 3 types, namely shaking force balance, shaking moment balance as well
as partial balance. Shaking force balancing aims to balance reaction forces of parts by creating a correct mass
placement andmovement [11]. When all reaction forces are balanced, a situation occurs where the Center ofMass
(CoM) is stationary, linear momentum remains constant and the net resulting reaction force in the base is equal
to zero. This situation also means gravity cannot create any movement when the stationary CoM is located in the
base. All that remains are the shakingmoments, which can be balanced using various moment balancing methods,
such as counter rotating counter masses or using Assur groups [12]. These methods use inertia which moves in
opposite directions to counteract the remaining reaction moments, ensure a constant angular momentum and a net
zero reaction moment. Since many force- and moment balancing methods require additional parts, resulting in
an increase in mass, inertia and complexity, solutions that achieve partial balance such as optimisation methods
or path planning are also investigated [13], [14]. Contrary to dynamic balancing, which is related to movement,
are static balancing methods which focus on balancing potential forces such as gravity. These static balancing
methods allow for a mechanism to remain stationary in any position by using for example springs [15].

Relevant to note is the manner in which dynamic balancing is applied within the design process. Many
solutions mentioned here are solutions which balance an unbalanced design using various additional solutions.
These solutions therefore tend to add complexity, mass and inertia resulting in reduced performance [11]. An
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2 1. Introduction

alternative design philosophy is inherent dynamic balancing which uses principal vectors and pantograph shaped
mechanisms to achieve shaking force balance. These methods are included during the initial design and influence
kinematics, mass location and inertia. The generated design with a certain kinematics might require adjustments
to achieve the desired motion or be used in combination with other mechanisms but negates the drawbacks of
common balance methods by in general being lighter and less complex.

1.1. Research goals
Research into dynamic balancing of mechanisms is quite active but focuses in large on planar or spatial solutions.
On the contrary, spherical mechanisms being a subset of spatial solutions receive much less interest, which is why
the goal of this thesis is to: Present novel force balanced spherical mechanisms designed using inherently
balanced planar pantograph theory and to show how this can be used for micro precision applications.
To achieve this, the following 3 sub-goals have been formulated:

• Display the qualitative benefit of dynamic balancing for applications requiring micro precision;

• Present novel shaking force balanced spherical pantographs using planar inherent balance theory;

• Show novel shaking force balanced remote center mechanisms displaying spherical motion and present an
exemplary realistic shaking force balanced design for beam steering solution.

Each sub-goal has been answered and written as a separate paper which can be read individually. However,
combined each paper contributes towards to main research goal and aid the development of knowledge into the
dynamic balancing of spherical mechanisms.

1.2. Thesis outline
The structure of this thesis results from the research goals, with chapter 2 containing literature research into the
potential benefit of dynamic balancing for high speed high precision applications with motion. Here qualitative
research is described into several distinctive high precision application, where influences, solutions and an eval-
uation of the potential benefit are provided. This chapter forms the basis of relevance for chapter 3 and chapter
4. Chapter 3 presents research into novel inherently shaking force balanced spherical pantographs, where possi-
ble spherical motion mechanisms are shown based of inherently balanced pantographs. Variations, requirements
and constraints are also presented. Chapter 4 combines the inherently balanced spherical pantographs into novel
remote center mechanisms, whilst also providing an example for balance conditions of a spherical pantograph
variation as well as an exemplary design for use in beam steering applications. Chapter 5 evaluates choices and
results as well as future recommendations based on this thesis. Chapter 6 concludes this thesis.
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Abstract— Dynamic balancing offers advantages related to
reaction forces/ vibrations, and precision is an important aspect
of many high tech micro precision applications. This literature
research aims to answer the question what applications requiring
micro precision could benefit from dynamic balancing. Dynamic
balancing methods were researched, as well as literature for
general factors influencing precision of a relevant selection of
applications. The selection of applications is based on 6 selection
criteria and consists of (space) telescopes, space manipulation,
engines/drives, additive manufacturing, motion stages and beam
steering. Based on dynamic balancing knowledge, acceleration
related factors per application were analysed to see whether
applying dynamic balancing could provide a significant benefit in
precision. The qualitative analysis shows that all but engine/drive
applications can see a significant benefit, especially active and
scanning mirrors, mechanical beam steering, cryo-coolers and
motion stages. Engines and drives already use dynamic balancing
but require new methods of balancing to further increase
precision. Noteworthy are the numerous other factors influencing
precision, which can potentially lead to a trade-off in precision
when dynamic balancing is applied.

I INTRODUCTION

High tech applications are continuing to advance the world
we live in. Micro scale systems such as organs on chips or
high volume computer chip production such as lithography
allow for incredible technological progress, creating faster,
smaller and more powerful systems to satisfy the ever increas-
ing demand for higher performance [1]–[3]. However, these
technologies are still limiting progress in certain fields such as
Artificial Intelligence (AI) [4] and health monitoring systems
[5]. To overcome these challenges, high tech applications
require ever more precision and speed.

Dynamic balancing of mechanisms are methods to reduce
the reaction forces in the machine base due to movement of
masses. They could therefore reduce induced vibrations in
the base of a system and potentially increase precision. It
therefore sounds logical to use this technique in many systems
to improve precision, but surprisingly, dynamic balancing sees
only limited use in applications such as dynamic balancing of
rotating parts [6]–[8] or engines [9]. This absence in industry
and especially high tech applications raised the question why
and if dynamic balancing can provide a significant benefit.
This leads to the following research question: What current
applications requiring micro precision could potentially
benefit from using dynamic balancing?.

The first step in determining the feasibility of dynamic
balancing in high precision applications is finding which
factors per application influence precision and which type of
factors can be solved using dynamic balancing. This requires
broad research into relevant high precision applications as well
as a fundamental knowledge of balancing. The next step is to
analyse the related causes per application and use the dynamic
balancing and application knowledge to determine whether
dynamic balancing could improve precision.

This report will first explain the fundamentals of balancing
and the research method in section II. Next, chosen applica-
tions and influence of relevant factors are explained, what cur-
rent solutions are already developed and what applications can
benefit from dynamic balancing in section III. In section IV
the choices made in this research as well as interesting findings
will be discussed. A conclusion and future recommendations
are added in section V.

II FUNDAMENTALS
This chapter explains the fundamentals of dynamic balanc-

ing as well as the methods used for conducting this literature
research.

II-A Balancing
Balancing of objects means a system will remain stationary

when no force is applied, no matter the orientation or position
of the related objects. This is achieved when the forces acting
on the system are in equilibrium. Balancing can be split into
2 types, namely static balancing and dynamic balancing.

Static balancing means the potential energy within a mech-
anism remains constant [10]. This means potential external
forces such as gravity or magnetic field are compensated
using internal opposing forces. This is also known as gravity
compensation [11], [12], when applied to a mechanism which
compensates the gravity of a payload with a mechanical
design. Examples of applied statically balanced mechanisms
are spring balanced desk lamps or spring assisted wall mounts,
visible in Figure 1.

Dynamic balancing aims to reduce not only potential forces
but also the reaction forces and moments created by the
movement of masses within a machine [14]. The forces
required to overcome the inertia of the accelerated masses can
create a reaction force which accumulates within the base of



Fig. 1: Gravity compensated desklamp [13]

the machine. As a result, a net force between the base of
the machine and the world can occur. When the direction of
this net force changes due to movement of the mechanism,
vibrations can potentially occur influencing the mechanism as
well as other parts of the machine. To reduce these vibrations,
inertia forces can be compensated using opposing forces,
which is considered (shaking) force balancing.

3 conditions hold if an object is force balanced, which
are: a constant Center of Mass (CoM) (stationary), constant
linear momentum and a net zero sum of forces at the base
within the mechanism. A system is force balanced if any of
these 3 conditions is met. A change in linear momentum can
only occur when an external force is applied on the system,
thus when no reaction forces due to inertia are present then
the momentum remains constant. This constant momentum
also means that any external vibrations on the base will not
cause any relative movement within the mechanism i.e. the
mechanism acts as a rigid body. If the CoM remains stationary
(i.e. no translation globally), then no reaction force from the
inertia of the masses is produced either. Additionally, if no net
force exists between the base and the world, then the object
is force balanced.

Some notable examples of force balancing are bascule
bridges or passive camera stabilizers, see Figure 2.

Shaking moment balanced, also called fully dynamically
balanced, moment balanced or reactionless [16], [17], means
no reaction forces nor reaction moments act on the base. This
is equivalent to no change in linear and angular momentum
[14]. To compensate for reaction moments, an opposing mo-
ment related to the motion of the mechanism needs to occur.
Examples of this are balance shafts within engines (frequency

Fig. 2: Bascule bridge [15]

specific) or pantographs, visible in Figure 3.
Dynamically balanced mechanisms benefit from generating

no net base reaction force and moment, which could otherwise
potentially induce resonance in other parts of the system.
These vibrations could then result in undesired rigid body
movement of the mechanism. Also, dynamic balancing can
reduce the overall stresses within the base due to opposing
forces [18], but opposite findings have also been found [19].
Additionally, since internal movement is not influenced by
external forces when its momentum remains constant, no
influence of gravity will be present in force- and moment-
balanced mechanisms [14].

However, dynamically balanced mechanisms also have
drawbacks. These include increased complexity, increased
input torque, increased number parts and increased mass
[20]–[22]. Additionally, designing for only force or moment
balanced can actually increase dynamic unbalance, and there-
fore increase vibrations in the base. Moreover, unbalance in the
drive as well as dynamic forces such as driving torques, joint
friction and work loads can cause vibrations in the base, even
when fully dynamically balanced [23]. Besides, most methods
assume infinitely stiff links and joints, which leads to an
oversimplification due to the absence of kineto-elastodynamic
inertia forces [24]. Also, certain methods are only balanced at
certain trajectories, thus the benefit is not applied to its full
workspace [25]. Furthermore, methods of dynamic balancing
for varying payloads are currently limited in their vibration

Fig. 3: Dynamically balanced pantograph [14]



reduction or payload variability, reducing their efficacy [26].

II-B Research method

The first step to determine the viability of dynamic balanc-
ing within high tech applications is to investigate a relevant
selection of high precision applications for limitations to their
precision. This selection is required to limit the scope of
this research due to the large amount of existing high tech
applications as well as a limited amount of available time.

To find this relevant selection, the following criteria have
been used:

1) Includes related internally moving parts;
2) Precision required is of micro scale;
3) Type of task (manipulation, orientation or transferring);
4) Type of base (free floating or fixed);
5) Type of movement (Planar, spatial or rotating).
6) High speed
This selection shall function as a varied base of high tech

applications and should allow for both general insights based
on commonalities as well as application specific conclusions.
Since many applications share similar traits, and could there-
fore replace each other, making the chosen applications are
only a single set out of many possible sets.

II-C Selection criteria

The first criteria of internal moving parts relate to the
methods for dynamic balancing, discussed in subsection II-A.
For a mechanism to be dynamically balanced, a fixed or
controllable relation between internally moving parts needs to
exist. This makes for example fluid-, current- or magnetism-
based systems impossible to be balanced with the current
proposed methods. Additionally, physical movement of parts
is required for dynamic balancing to be applied. The second
criteria is the exclusion of the precision applications for which
specifically micro scale precision is not required since these
fall outside of the scope of this research.

To find a relevant selection, applications are selected based
on type of task, base and movement. The 3 types of tasks
are: manipulation, orientation or transferring. Manipulation is
the act of moving a separate object over a fixed trajectory
(including orientation). Orientation moves an internal part of
the system to a specific location, without change in payload.
Transferring means guided transmission of forces between 2
locations, such as a fluid piston or drilling. These 3 types of
tasks cover in essence the different tasks a mechanism/ linkage
can perform.

The fourth selection criteria is the type of base, since at the
base forces can enter or exit the system when attached to the
world. Including also free floating systems will allow for the
possible finding of specific limitations to, for example, space
or aquatic applications. The fifth criteria is related to the type
of movement, to include limitations that occur specifically in
each type of movement. The last criteria is high speed since
accelerations need to be present for dynamic balancing to be
useful.

II-D Search method
To search for the limitations in precision and their sources, a

combination of a search plan and snowball method on relevant
papers was used.

The search plan consisted of the search terms visible in
Table I, but not limited to. Review papers and handbooks were
focused for a broad overview on the applications in order to
find their workings, relevant factors for precision as well as
solutions to counteract said factors. These papers also provided
a good base for using the snowball method into papers related
to mentioned problems or interesting solutions.

The research was mainly performed using google scholar,
which shows results from publishers as well as reputable
sources such as universities or large institutes. Google web
search has also been used for finding specific sources or
information outside of academic literature. Theses from pre-
decessors at TU Delft as well as from other universities have
been used to find information concerning dynamic balancing
and interesting starting points for using the snowball method.

III MICRO PRECISION APPLICATIONS

This chapter explains the workings of every selected ap-
plication, followed by the limitations to their precision and
the current state of the art solutions for improving precision.
Lastly, based on the research results and dynamic balanc-
ing knowledge from subsection II-A, a qualitative answer
is formed whether the benefit of dynamic balancing per
application could be significant or not.

This chapter contains the results from researching the fol-
lowing selected set of applications:

A (Space) Telescopes;
B Space manipulation;
C Engines/drives;
D Additive manufacturing;
E Motion stage;
F Beam steering
The research results indicate a large number of factors

influencing precision, but since the scope of this report is
limited to dynamic balancing, only acceleration related causes
are considered. Influence of the other factors as well as other
choices made in this research will be discussed in section IV.

III-A (Space) Telescopes
Telescopes, on land or in space, measure rays/ waves

emitted or reflected by objects at large distances, using highly
sensitive sensors and various systems to guide the information
between source and sensors. This information can be different
frequencies of electromagnetic waves, mostly between radio
waves (>kHz) and gamma rays (>>THz), being limited by
sensitivity of sensors and external noise sources [27], [28]. To
receive precise images of space, a high angular resolution is
required to define clear outlines of objects at large distances
[29]. Current modern ground-based telescopes have angular
resolutions of 0.015-1.0 arcsec within a Field Of View (FOV)
between 0.01◦ and 4.2◦ [30], [31]. Space telescopes are usually



Search queries
Micro Dynamic balan* Manipulator High speed
Mini Vibration isolation Mechanism Comparison

Balan* Application X Parallel
Performance Passive OR Active
Dynamics Review
Evaluation Challenges
Vibrations
Precision

TABLE I: Search plan

Fig. 4: Ground based telescope [34]

more precise by 1-2 orders of magnitude, with a resolution
between 0.0003 and 0.1 arcsec [32], [33].

The precision of these telescopes is limited by vibrations
from either internal or external sources, which causes blur
and noise in measurements [36]–[38]. These vibrations can
arise from internal components, external sources or due to
movement of parts within the system. Several functions of

Fig. 5: ALMA radio array [35]

a telescope require the movement of parts, such as the ori-
entation of the optics to track an object. This means for
large adjustments the entire body of space telescopes or the
instrument on top of the base of ground based telescope has
to rotate, as visible in Figure 4. If a ground based telescope is
using multiple smaller telescopes in an array (see Figure 5),
then multiple movements will have to occur simultaneously for
accurate pointing [39]. For small movements, beam steering
mirrors or active optics are often used, either in series or
parallel. These can create low amplitude vibrations at high
and low frequencies [33], [40], [41]. Another function of
modern day ground based telescopes is adjustment for varying
atmospheric conditions, by altering the received image using
adaptive optics. These optics will move sections of mirrors to
adjust for aberrations [42]. These active and adaptive optics
are also used in other high tech applications and will therefore
be analysed in more detail in subsection III-F. Additionally,
the focus of the telescope has to be adjusted during tracking
to retain a sharp image, which is achieved by moving lenses
or mirrors. This can occur in series for lenses or parallel if
multiple mirrors have to be adjusted to capture light [43]. Also,
most satellites will have folding parts due to size constraints
inside the launch vehicle, as visible in Figure 6, which requires
movement.

Within space telescopes several sources of internal vibra-
tions exist, which are described as Micro-vibrations. These
vibrations are caused by sensors, cry-coolers for heat manage-
ment, reaction flywheels, Control Moment Gyroscopes (CMG)
and solar array drives [36]. Their frequency ranges from below

Fig. 6: James Webb space telescope unfolding [44]



1Hz up to 1kHz and are relatively small amplitude. However,
they have a significant influence due to a lack of damping
within the satellite [33]. Ground-based telescopes also have
vibrations, either external vibrations from ground or wind,
or internal due to mechanical components such as coolers,
shutters, tracking errors, actuator imperfections or movement
for telescope orientation. These vibrations tend to be low
frequency (<80 Hz), due to the large masses of the system
[45].

Current solutions
Solutions for the previously mentioned micro-vibrations are
prevalent in literature, due to a large interest from academics.
Most solutions are either passive [36], [46], [47] semi-active
[48], [49] or active [45], [50]–[53] Vibration Isolation So-
lutions (VIS). Additionally, choices in the system can be
made to reduce vibrations [36], [54], [55] as well as reduce
vibrations in the sources by combining components with
isolation systems [56]. Many of these isolation systems can
compensate for vibrations at low frequencies (∼10 Hz [36] and
low amplitude, which are generally the natural frequencies of
the entire system. Regular viscous or elastic damping can be
used to dampen high frequency vibrations (up to 1kHz [57]).

Evaluation
Precision of telescopes is affected by vibrations, but a signif-
icant difference can be made between internal and external
sources. External forces cannot be dynamically balanced ac-
cording to subsection II-A, thus only internal sources could
potentially see a benefit. Since dynamic balancing reduces
forces originating from inertia, movement with large masses or
high accelerations will benefit most from dynamic balancing.

Due to the required movement of ground-based telescopes
with their tracking and large mass, dynamic balancing could
be beneficial in reducing the vibrations. However, it must be
noted that for observing space related effects a relatively low
tracking speed is required (only ∼ 15 arcsec per second to
compensate for rotation of and orbit of earth [58]) and thus
limited forces will be generated.

Active mirrors, parallel mirror arrays, pointing mechanisms
and adaptive mirrors have high frequencies and vibrations,
which could therefore also see a significant benefit. Current
regenerative cryo-coolers have moving parts which create
vibrations and could potentially be dynamically balanced.
However, recuperative coolers or alternative types such as
sorption-cooling can reduce or even remove the accelerations
and thereby solve the vibration problems as well [40]. The
solar array mechanisms could potentially be dynamically bal-
anced as well, but since accelerations and masses are small,
the benefits would be limited.

This means dynamic balancing could provide a significant
benefit in active mirrors & cry-coolers and less in tracking and
solar array mechanisms.

III-B Space manipulation
Space manipulation is the act of moving and/of positioning

objects within space, which can be done by astronauts during
ExtraVehicular Activities (EVAs) or by manipulators attached

Fig. 7: Canadarm (right) and Canada hand as end
effector(left) [65]

to spacecrafts or satellites (see Figure 7). This is useful
for On-Orbit Servicing (OOS), which could be maintenance,
upgrading or decommissioning of space systems [59]. Since
(almost) no resistances exists within space, any undesired
movement of the manipulator directly translates in unwanted
movement of the object or satellite. This could also potentially
damage both, resulting in costly and dangerous situations.
Precise manipulation requires therefore precise mechanisms,
actuators, motion planning, control, contact dynamic models,
system identification, feedback as well as verification [36],
[46], [48], [60]. The current positional accuracy of space
manipulators ranges between ± 5 to 50 mm and rotational
accuracy of ±1◦ degree [61]–[64].

Undesired movement can be the result of vibrations, which
can originate from external or internal sources. One of these
internal sources can be the manipulator of the satellite or space
station. These tend to be multi Degree of Freedom (DoF)
serial manipulators, allowing for a large workspace and great
range of orientations of the end-effector without movement of
the base [59]. This flexibility is especially useful since many
different tasks have to be executed using the same manipulator.
However, serial manipulators also have drawbacks, such as
being slower, less accurate and less rigid compared to parallel
manipulators [36]. This lack of rigidity could cause eigen-
modes to be excited during movement, reducing precision.

Additionally, space applies specific constraints on the ma-
nipulator such as launch weight, compact storage dimensions,
built-in redundancy, joint lubrication, temperature differences
and launch vibration [37], [66]–[68]. These constraints mean
many manipulators cannot be properly tested before launching,
due to an apparent lack of a constant momentum and gravity
free environment or setup as well as a lack of joint stiffness and
power in earth conditions [60]. Additionally, some vibration
sources present in space telescopes are also present in space
manipulators, such as coolers, reaction wheels, gyroscopes,
thrusters, solar array drives and sensors [36].



Fig. 8: Air bearing testing [59]

Fig. 9: Buoyancy testing [59]

Current solutions
Some vibration sources are like ones found in space telescopes,
which means isolation systems or damping solutions as men-
tioned in subsection III-A can also be applied.

Current solutions for testing of 0g manipulators is per-
formed using either suspension testing, air-bearing supported
testing, cable suspension, neutral buoyancy testing, free-fall,
magnetic suspension, large rotating wheels or hardware-in-the-
loop simulations [59]. Of these types, air-bearing supported
testing is the most applied method, which allows for planar
zero momentum movement but no vertical compensation,
visible in Figure 8. Neutral buoyancy tests are also commonly
applied during space related training and validation, but accu-
racy is hampered because of the resistances due to the fluid as

well as having to modify the manipulator for the test due to
the risk of contamination (see Figure 9) [59]. Another method
is to adjust the control of the manipulator based on a model of
the free-floating base. This method is called HIL (Hardware
In Line) and uses a similar physical manipulator. The model
of the manipulator in space will define the reactions the base
would make upon manipulation, and then the resulting influ-
ence is implemented in the manipulator control [60]. Other
test methods also differ, either in environment (momentum or
resistances) or capabilities (range of motion or forces) [59].

Evaluation
Since vibrations can arise from movement of the manipulator,
using a dynamically balanced design can reduce these reaction
forces. Even though the mass and accelerations of the manip-
ulator are relatively small, a significant benefit can be had
by using dynamic balancing, This is due to the free-floating
mode of the satellite (no thruster use) during manipulation,
eliminating sudden motions caused by these thrusters and
conserves propellant and power [59], [60]. This means the
correct attitude in this mode can only be guaranteed if control
gyroscopes or reaction wheels are applied or if no reaction
force is exerted during movement. This is why dynamic
balancing can reduce energy consumption, make control easier
and improve precision. Additionally, the momentum of the
system remains constant eliminating gravity’s influence and
resembling the constant momentum conditions of space.

Another aspect where dynamic balancing of the manipulator
could yield a significant benefit is within testing and verifica-
tion. A dynamically balancing system is minimally influenced
by gravity and has a constant momentum. This means no
difference would occur when environments change from here
on earth to space, concerning tested gravity and momentum.
A good verification and test would allow for better fine tuning
of control thereby improving precision of the manipulator.
However, it must be noted that this holds for the manipulator
and only for gravity and momentum Other conditions, such as
temperature, vacuum and overall satellite constant momentum
would have to be accounted for in a different manner. Also,
since some vibration causes are like ones found in the space
telescopes, dynamically balancing cryo-coolers could also
increase precision, see subsection III-A.

Manipulator satellites are preferably in free-floating (no
thruster use) mode during manipulation, since this This is
where a dynamically balanced manipulator can aid in po-
tentially increasing precision, reducing energy consumed and
making control easier since no compensation is required.

This means a significant benefit by dynamically balancing
can be had concerning manipulation and cryo-coolers.

III-C Engines/drives
Engines and drives either turn continuously or in steps

around a single axis of rotation, turning potential energy into
kinetic energy. This makes them useful for many applications
where controlled rotations are required, such as in vehicles,
power tools or fans. Within drives and engines, mass is
accelerated per step or constantly accelerated to maintain a



Fig. 10: Suzuki single cylinder ICE with dummy piston (left
linkage) [76]

Fig. 11: Dynamic automatic balancer [77]

set rotation speed due to losses in the system. If the rotating
object has an unbalance (i.e. Center of Mass (CoM) not aligned
with Center of Rotation (CoR)), then a reaction force will be
generated upon acceleration [69]. This can result in vibrations,
especially at high rotations speeds or fast accelerations. These
vibrations could result in frame vibrations [70], fluid leakage
[71] and wear.

For micro-precision applications high precision of drives
and engines is required to perform the tasks. This precision can
be described as the minimum difference between the expected
amount of rotation of the axle and the real amount for a
given amount of input energy, also called resolution [72].
Precise drives currently have an angular resolution between
100 and 0.1 microns [73], [74]. When fluids are involved, such
as turbines, Internal Combustion Engines (ICE) or pumps,
precision becomes linked to the amount of mass moved for
a given input [75].

Current solutions
Vibrations within engines or drives are a common problem,
due to unbalance [69]. Solutions for reduction of these vi-
brations are either (dynamic) balancing or damping. Dynamic
balancing is achieved by adding or subtracting mass at specific

Fig. 12: Micro turbine [71]

Fig. 13: Workings inertial motors [81]

spots of the rotating part, to create a more uniform inertia
around the axis of rotation and thereby reduce reaction forces
[69], [71], [78]. Perfect balance using addition or subtraction
of mass is however limited to axially symmetric components
and relatively simple components. This is not applicable to for
example camshafts or turbines, due to their eccentric designs
or complex shapes. Balancing using additional linkages and
separate masses is also a solution. This is applied in various
engine configuration, such as a boxer motor, inline 6 or by
using dummy pistons (see Figure 10). Here the movement of
a single piston cancels the reaction forces of the in opposite
direction moving piston, and thereby reduces the vibrations.

An alternative solution to reduce the created accelerations
from the unbalance is either by damping the vibrations or
increasing inertia to reduce impact of smaller deviations.
Damping is achieved by viscous/ viscous-elastic dampers, ac-
tively controlled bearings, input control or automatic balancing
(passive or active) [79], [80]. Additionally, adding inertia by
using free running balls in a concentric ring reduces unbalance,
visible in Figure 11 [77].



Fig. 14: Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) workings [86]

Evaluation
Dynamic balancing is already adding significant value to
engines and drives, due to the large accelerations of masses.
These solutions, such as balance shafts [82] or dummy pistons
[76], [83], provide a significant reduction, proving the benefit
of dynamic balancing methods. However, it must be noted that
current solutions cannot be applied on small scale very high
precision applications (nano- or sub-micrometer precision),
such as micro turbines (see Figure 12) or Piezoelectric (PZT)
rotating stages. This is due to scale not allowing subtraction
or addition of mass [71], [84], or vibrations being part of how
motion is generated, visible in Figure 13. This last limitation
occurs for example in ultrasonic motors or inertial motors
[81]. Improving precision for these small and precise types
of systems requires new dynamic balancing methods to be
developed.

This means a significant benefit exist for dynamic balancing,
but less for very high precision and small scale applications
due to a lack of suitable methods.

III-D Additive manufacturing

Additive Manufacturing (AM) relies on creating detailed
3d objects by placing material at specific locations [85]. This
can be achieved with various methods, such as Selective
Laser Sintering or Melting (SLS & SLM), Fused Deposition
Modeling (FDM), Stereo-Lithography Apparatus (SLA) or less
common methods such as Direct Energy deposition (DED),
Inkjet printing and Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM).
To get a high quality 3d product, the printer has to have a high
precision. This is in AM defined as the print resolution which
indicates the smallest possible producible detail. Resolutions
range from 250 µm for DED to 5 µm for inkjet printing,
with resolutions of common methods being 80-250 µm for
SLS/SLM, 50-200 µm for FDM and 5 µm for SLA [85].

Fig. 15: Workings of Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) [86]

Since all these methods rely on adding 2d layers of material
on top of one another to realise a 3d object, precise placement
of materials or energy (light or heat) is required. For this
precise placement, parts such as the printhead (see Figure 14),
steering mirrors or motion stages for print beds need to
be moved. This movement can create vibrations as well as
be negatively influenced by vibrations [87]. Some additional
sources of vibrations can be the wiper mechanism for powder
or resin based printers (SLS/SLA) (See Figure 15) or auxiliary
components such as power sources and fans.

Vibrations negatively influence mainly positioning of the
printer head nozzle [88]–[91] or laser optics [86]. These
vibrations mainly arise when a high production speed is
desired, resulting in increased accelerations of components and
thus vibrations due to inertia. The effects of these vibrations
are commonly known as layer shifting [92] visible in Figure 16
or ringing, rippling or ghosting, indicating a wavy or irregular
shift of layers (see Figure 17). Ghosting reduces dimensional
accuracy and layer quality of the 3d part [93].

Another source of vibrations is the wiper mechanism, re-
lated to SLS or SLA printing. Here every new layer in z
direction requires a smooth and homogeneous layer, visible
in Figure 15. This is achieved by moving a blade across the
material, thereby spreading and/or compacting the new layer.
The action of the wiper is currently the limiting factor for
process speed of SLS [86], as well as influencing quality and
density of layer. This influences the dimensional accuracy and
material properties of the produced part [94]–[96]. However,
for SLA a new technology called CLIP (Continuous Liquid
Interface Production) has been developed. This uses an optical
window in the resin bath, through which the laser will point
and form the layer on a moving z stage, visible in Figure 18.
This means only a small layer of resin is required and no
wiper movement. CLIP can be combined with Digital Light
Processing (DLP), which exposes a full layer simultaneously
with a light pattern, which will drastically increase production
speed and reduce vibrations [86].



Fig. 16: Layers of FDM print shifting [88]

Fig. 17: Ghosting (Wavy pattern) in FDM print [97]

Current solutions
Current solutions for the reduction of vibrations are control
based (slicer/motion planning) [88], [89], [92], [98], [99]
as well as limiting print [100]–[103], scanning [104] and/or
travel speed [89]. Additionally, damping or isolation (springs)
of the entire system can be applied as well as using high
speed manipulator designs which allow for higher speeds
without increased vibrations (such as delta robots) [87], [105].
However, results also show that using a delta printer for FDM
still displays a lack of rigidity due to the long link lengths
causing little advantage compared to a gantry or serial solution
[106]. Additionally, many enthusiasts also develop solutions
such as home made dampers/ springs or DIY printer designs
to increase printing speed and reduce vibrations in name of
the speedbenchy challenge [107]. These solutions do however
often lack scientific testing, and thus quantifiable results are
difficult to find.

Evaluation
Since many parts within the printer move and any undesired
movement directly negatively influences the result, a signifi-
cant benefit can be had by using dynamic balancing. Reducing
vibrations from moving masses such as the motion stage for
the print head in FDM printers or the scanning mechanism
in SLS/SLA printers, would increase overall accuracy and
resolution at similar speeds. It could potentially also allow
for better precision at higher print speeds. This could aid in
tackling a major hurdle inhibiting mass production, which is
the limited production speed compared to more traditional
methods [85]. Dynamic balancing is for inkjet printing even
more relevant, since a relation between jetting and stage speed

Fig. 18: SLA with regular (A) and CLIP (B) method [86]

exist [108]. This relation means a mismatch in speeds can
lead to a decrease in dimensional accuracy of the created part,
meaning more faster jetting is only possible when the stage
is faster, making dynamic balancing of the stage even more
relevant.

Dynamic balancing of the print bed could be beneficial
for improving precision, but would currently see less benefit
due to the changing mass on the bed. This mass variability
significantly reduces the benefit of dynamic balancing, as
discussed in subsection II-A. Dynamic balancing of the wiper
could have a benefit on the precision, by reducing vibrations in
the system and creating a more equal layer and thus material
density.

This means a significant benefit can be had when applied
to motion stages and scanning mirrors and less for wiper
mechanisms and print beds.

III-E Motion stage
Motion stages or manipulators revolve around moving an

end effector in space, either in planar or spatial movements.
These movements can be used for point to point movement of
a payload (i.e. pick and place machine) or orientating a fixed
payload (such as a pointing mechanism for a laser). Having
an accurate and precise stage allows for less positional errors,
which can be important for many high tech applications, such
as lithography, surgery or micro assembly, However, a trade-
off exists between range of motion and precision [109] This
means very precise motion stages (precision < 5nm) tend to
have a limited range of motion (100-200 µm) [110]. Alter-
natively, larger range of motion (100 to 25000 mm) means
in general less precision (6-50 µm) [111]–[113]. A relation
between precision and speed does also exist, noticeable as
settling time. Here a higher stiffness will decrease settling
time and thus allow for a higher bandwidth. This means the
controller can control the system at higher frequencies, which
results in higher precision at higher speeds [114].

While various types and variations of stages and manipu-
lators exist, they can generally be split into 2 types. These
are either serial or parallel type stage, which have distinct
differences [115], [116]. The type of stage refers to the
orientation and layout of links between the end effector and the
base, see Figure 19. Parallel type motion stages have a higher
precision, but at the cost of less range of motion, increased
coupling and introduction of singularities.



Fig. 19: Various types of manipulators (serial: 1,2&4,
parallel: 3&5) [86]

Motion stages are negatively influenced by both internal
and external vibrations [88], [117]–[121], reducing precision
and possibly exciting natural frequencies. A relevant internal
source are vibrations caused by elastic deformations during
movement within the machine. These elastic deformations are
caused by the inertia of accelerated masses, causing links to
bend and potentially vibrate. Transmission of these vibrations
to other parts of the system is also a relevant aspect to
consider. Focusing on the transmission of vibrations within
the structure of the system can reduce their transmission or
dampen vibrations, thereby improving overall precision [56],
[87], [106], [122]. Additionally, coupling of DoFs can reduce
precision, but design can be optimised for as little isotropic
coupling behaviour as possible [53], [123].

Current solutions
Since vibrations have a negative influence on the precision
of motion stages, many solutions have been developed. These
solutions can be either isolation or reduction of vibrations [56],
[124]. Vibration isolation solutions for stages and manipulators
can be active [57], [125]–[127], passive [120], [128] active-
passive hybrids [129] or semi-active systems. These solutions
vary in complexity from mechanical frame designs [130],
[131] and control schemes [132]–[137] to complete dual stage
system with actuators and sensors for verification [138]. Vibra-
tion isolation is also applied in space application, mentioned
as VIS solutions in subsection III-A.

Evaluation
Since vibrations within motion stages are both from internal
and external sources, current solutions focus mainly on miti-
gating them. However, the internal sources of these vibrations
are not addressed. Since some of these internal vibrations are
due to the accelerations of parts, dynamic balancing could
provide a considerable benefit here. Most dynamic balancing
solutions and methods create a mechanism/system where a
single point can be moved without generating reaction forces
and/or moments. These solutions exist for serial or parallel
types of motion stages, planar or spatial movement as well
as solutions which are purely control based. This means
many solutions are already developed and implementing these

could relatively simply create a significant benefit in precision.
It must however be noted that if payload variation occurs,
dynamic balancing will see a reduced benefit, as mentioned in
subsection II-A.

This means a significant benefit could be had within motion
stages and manipulators.

III-F Beam steering
Beam steering is used to adjust the path of light to allow for

precise positioning of light or sound waves. Since reflection
and refraction are related to the wavelength of the light or
sound, mechanisms designed to steer sound are bound to have
large dimensions. This means other solutions, such as phased
arrays [139], are more commonly used instead for steering
sound. Beam steering using reflection or refraction is more
readily applied in light based applications, such as LiDAR
(Laser imaging Detection And Ranging), optical tweezers,
laser micro-machining, atmosphere compensation or optical
storage [140]–[142]. Precision within beam steering is the
resolution of the mechanisms, which is also described as the
number of resolvable spots. This is related to the maximum
number of steps that can be addressed within the maximum
steering angle. Precision of current beam steering solutions
range between 1 and 104 spots, at maximum angles between
0.05 and 1 rad [141]. Further angles are possible with either
using arrays [143], lenses [144], [145], resonance [145], [146]
or having a continuous rotation [143], [147].

Beam steering can be separated into 2 categories, namely
mechanical and non-mechanical [144]. Mechanical beam
steering either orientates a mirror to reflect the wave or
positions a refractive prism and thereby changing the steering
angle. Variants of mechanical beam steering are Fast Steering
Mirrors (FSM), Gimbals, Risley Prisms, Rotating polygons,
lenslet arrays or MOEMS (Micro-Opto-Electro-Mechanical-
System) [141], [144], [145], see Figure 20. Important to note
when steering using reflection and/or refraction is the addition
of phase change. Phase difference in light from multiple
sources or mirrors can create destructive interference at certain
places and thud reduce the intensity of the light source. It is
therefore relevant when the system is an array or serial chain
to not only orientate a mirror in tip or tilt, but also piston (z
movement) [148].

Mechanical beam steering means it includes moving parts to
alter the direction of the wave. These movements will create
vibrations due to the inertia of the moving parts. This has
led to an ’inertia’ gap in random-access (not continuously
rotating) beam steering, which is a range of steering angle
and frequency where vibrations are too large for acceptable
performance from mechanical solutions [141]. Higher frequen-
cies can be achieved using resonance, continuous rotation or
non-mechanical solutions such as Electro- or Acoustic-Optic
Deflectors (AOD & EOD) [141], electro wetting [149], Liquid
Crystals (LC) [140] or adaptive optics [150], see Figure 21.
Passive solutions are also feasible, but require additional
equipment to perform steering of the incoming light [151].
Additionally, combination of beam steering solutions can



Fig. 20: Mechanical beam steering options [144]

Fig. 21: Non-mechanical beam steering workings [141]

provide an overall larger steering angle and a higher steering
frequency. However, coupling within the active mechanisms
can decrease precision [152]. Also, actuators such as PZT can
show hysteresis, which has a significant influence on precision
[153] but can be fixed with model based control [154], [155].

Current solutions
Vibrations from these beam steering solutions are mentioned
as sources for precision loss in space telescopes and additive
manufacturing, see subsection III-A and subsection III-D.
Several solutions to reduce these vibrations have been devel-
oped, such as force balancing using opposing actuators [142],
[156], [157] or counter rotating frames [158], [159] as well
as passive/active (vibrations) isolation solutions discussed in
subsection III-A.

Evaluation
Since beam steering requires high frequency adjustments,
mechanical solutions are negatively influenced by the reaction
forces generated by the inertia of the moving parts such as
mirrors or prisms. Dynamic balancing of these solutions could
thus provide a considerable benefit, improving the resolution
and reducing negative influences on other parts of a full
system. MOEMS systems or adaptive optics, which rely on the

deformation of monolithic sections are difficult to dynamically
balance using current methods [160], [161], and would thus
see limited benefit from dynamic balancing. It must however
be noted that non-mechanical beam steering solutions are
currently receiving more attention in academics, due to the
lack of movement and thus vibrations as well noise, wear and
tear, drift and higher deflection angle velocities [141]. These
non-mechanical beam steering would see little to no benefit
from dynamic balancing and could eventually remove the need
for dynamic balancing for this application.

This means dynamic balancing could provide a significant
benefit for mechanical beam steering, but only a limited benefit
for adaptive optics.

IV DISCUSSION
Several choices as well as observations have been made

during this literature research, which led to the following
remarks.

Research into the chosen applications started by looking for
what factors influence precision and what effects are visible
as precision loss. This interestingly resulted in many more
factors other then just inertia or acceleration related. Since
many factors and effects were mentioned, an attempt was
made to determine whether common sources of precision
loss could be found across applications. This led to the fol-
lowing division: Machine, process and environmental related
factors. Environmental and process related factors, visible
in Table III and Table II respectively, show many factors
influencing the chosen applications. The environmental factors
are external sources which negatively influence precision,
with notable examples being temperature influence, external
vibration sources or external forces. Design of the machine
can be adjusted to mitigate some of these effects, but applying
dynamic balancing would provide limited to no benefit in
reducing these effects, see subsection II-A. Similarly, process
related factors are inherent to the process or functionality
of system. They depend on parts, processes and parameters
which cannot be influenced by machine design. Examples are
material properties of feedstock in Additive Manufacturing
(AM), cavitation in pumps or axial forces in drives. Reducing
these factors requires either adjustment of the process or input
of the system, and dynamic balancing can therefore offer
little to no significant benefit. Both process and environmental
factors do have an influence on precision, thus adjusting
design or process for these factors would be good general
engineering practice to achieve higher precision. Machine
aspect related factors as visible in Table IV have many sources
and consequences influencing precision of the applications.
Visible are a large number of causes and consequences related
to manufacturing and assembly, indicating a large influence
on precision. Similar importance can be attributed to control,
followed by stiffness and acceleration related factors. Smart
design choices, production methods as well as quality control
can aid in reducing the negative consequences, but aspects
such as wear, noise or expansion are more difficult to control
or design for. Since they vary over time, a solution would need



Process aspect Sources Consequence Present in:

Heating Solar arrays Disturbances, inconsistency layer width, strength & height, ther-
mally induced structural vibrations/ disturbances A, B, D

Cooling Combustor Combustor heat loss (Area to Volume), shrinkage C, D
Curing Dynamics (MJ) Inconsistency layer width, strength & height D

Feedstock
properties

Filament conductivity dynamics, feedstock
shape, feedstock consistency, droplet physical
size properties, process parameters (IJ, DW)

Inconsistency layer height, width, surface quality & strength, fee-
drate (stringing or over extrusion/ over pumping), overspreading,
reactive small particles

D

Parameter Air gap Inconsistency layer height & width, small influence on surface
quality D

Parameter Building direction layer fusion strength, inconsistency layer height & width D

Parameter Layer height (tension & viscosity) (SLM) Inconsistency thickness, circularity surface roughness and surface
waviness D

Process Gas pressure pulses Fluid loss, deformation machine C
Process Cavitation Damaging shock waves C
Process Interaction with object Incorrect control, potential damage B
Process Payload identification Incorrect control, potential damage B
Process Viscous forces Higher forces, larger heat transfer C
Process Chemical reaction Incomplete reaction C
Process Tip leakage C
Parameter Raster shape/ orientation D
Process Recoating/ compaction layer (SLS & SLA) D
Process Mixing (binder/particle ratio) (IJ) D
Process Droplet evaporation (AJP) D
Parameter Hatch spacing D
Process Splatter (droplet velocity) (IJ) D
Process Axial force C
Process jetting to stage speed relation (IJ) Skewed cone jet, wavy filament D
Parameter Scan speed of non-mechanical element Cylindrical focusing F

Parameter Nozzle pressure Inconsistency layer height & width, feedrate (stringing or over
extrusion) D

TABLE II: Process aspects

Environment
aspect

Source Consequence Present in:

Thermal Temperature environment Disturbances, inconsistency layer width, strength & height, ex-
pansion D, E

External
vibration sources

RWA, CMG, Cooler fans, systems & motors,
sensors, solar array drives, adaptive optics,
thrusters, scanning/pointing mechanism, motor
driver, ground vibrations, rocket launch, shutters

Vibrations, fretting, A, B, E, F

External forces Aerodynamics, solar radiation pressure, uneven
gravity, collisions, noise, pressure, wind, gravity

Vibrations, translations & rotations, resistance, vertical (static)
load A, B, C, D, E

Conditions Air turbulences, convection, varying index of
refraction, air flow, humidity Wavelength alterations, warping of prints A, D, F

TABLE III: Environmental aspects

to be variable, requiring adjustable designs or control methods
to counteract. These solutions can exist based on feedback,
but are more difficult to implement. The solution to reduce
the influence from wear, noise and expansion is to control
the environment with constant conditions and apply frequent
maintenance.

Relevant to note is the potential trade-off for using dy-
namic balancing. As stated in subsection II-A, the benefits
of dynamic balancing are reduced or removed reaction force
in base, stationary CoM and constant momentum. Some
potential general drawbacks of using dynamic balancing are
increased complexity in design and production, weight, lower
or combined eigenmodes due to increased number of links,
increased influence from expansion and control due to larger
number of parts as well as additional parts to wear down.
Furthermore, increasing the number of parts increases the
chance of manufacturing or assembly errors. This could thus
potentially result in an overall net precision loss, when the

previously mentioned machine aspects are considered.
The full list of factors/ effects per application is present in

Appendix A, including sources.
The current chosen set of applications is one of many

possible sets. Applications such as machining with lathes,
mills or drill as well as paper printing, MRI scanners, auto-
focus system and Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM)
have also been considered, but were too similar to other
applications due to their common types of movement and
bases. The final selection was therefore based on interest
as well as activeness of research topic in academics. The
found factors as visible in Table IV cover a wide base of
aspects and can thereby function as a base for more general
insights related to the machine. A different set of applications
could lead to different precision influencing factors, but most
likely mainly different application specific factors related to
process or different names for similar sources or consequences.
Relevant to note is the high speed selection criterion. Dynamic



Machine aspect Source Consequence Present in:

Manufacturing

Etching, forging, casting, machining, clearances,
PZT actuator, inhomogeneous & anisotropic ma-
terial, laser optics, scanning mechanism, laser
source, nozzle diameter/ shape

Shaft whirling, abbe error, lens/mirror defects (aberrations), kine-
matic model error, dynamic balance vibrations, laser quality, fluid
leakage, backlash, actuator drift, non-linearity, irregular scanning
rotation motion, PZT hysteresis, spot size inconsistency, printhead
resolution (MJ), voltage slamming, astigmatism, inconsistency
layer height & width, feedrate (stringing or over extrusion)

A, B, C, D,
E, F

Assembly Preload, lubrication, assembly, mounting, bear-
ing, consistency

Beam diameter, cosine error, friction/stiction, misalignment, non-
linearity, wobble, assembly error A, C, D, E, F

Calibration/
verification

Optics, 1g test validation Kinematic model error, unaccounted transmission, sensor drift,
first layer adhesion A, B, D, F

Expansion Thermal isolation, centrifugal growth Lens/mirror defects, kinematic model error, bearing fric-
tion/stiction, deformation, thermal drift A, C, D, E, F

Stiffness
Belt deformation, bearing stiffness, joint, frame/
appendage, elastic forces, transmission flexibil-
ity

Eigenmodes, coupling, hysteresis, backlash A, B, C, D,
E, F

Accelerations
Inertia, print speed, travel speed, scanning speed,
reaction torque, wiper SLA/SLS, continuous
scanning

LOS control jitter, jitter, payload vibrations, frame/ appendage
vibrations

A, B, C, D,
E, F

Wear Bearing, joints, nozzle, belt, aging, lubricant
migration, friction

Friction/stiction, hysteresis, creep, ferroelectric mirror creep, ox-
idation, inconsistency printer parts, pneumatic hammer, drift,
bearing wobble, tracking error, repeatability, jitter

C, D, E, F

Noise Motion stage Control & sensor deviations E

Control

Motion planning, assembly planning, modelling
of system, sensing, system dynamics, resolution
feedback, bearing control stability, thermal mea-
suring, telescope tracking, joint sensors

Stepper backlash, stability, linearity, actuator error, mathematical
error, model dimension mismatch, measuring error, tracking error,
bias error, controller integer rounding, arc shape over extrusion,
retraction and jerk vibrations, slamming, audible noise, noise
magnification, drift, fringing field effect

A, B, C, D,
E, F

TABLE IV: Machine aspects

balancing can be applied when reaction forces occur due
to inertia and accelerations. This means reaction forces are
large when either accelerations or inertias are large. Initial
research also investigated medical applications [162], [163],
robotics [116], [164] or offshore [165], but precision loss due
to accelerations was not due to inertia, but due to control
and actuation. This led to the creation of high speed as a
selection criteria, to limit the scope of this research. Inclusion
of high inertia applications could however lead to potential
new candidates for dynamic balancing. The research method
is qualitative of nature, since impact of vibrations due to
accelerations and inertia is a difficult metric to determine. Most
sources state causes or effects on precision, many without
any quantitative values. This makes qualitative interpretation
the best metric for whether dynamic balancing can add a
significant benefit. Determining a metric would allow for better
comparison as well as determine the severity of precision loss
within an application. Additionally, academic literature tends
to focus more onto theoretical limitations whereas practical
limitations within applications are more often only found in
industry, hobbyist sources or occasionally textbooks. There are
potentially more factors to be found if a search is widened to
include non-academic literature, but these sources might be
unfounded or not properly verified.

V CONCLUSION
This research analysed 6 representative micro-precision

applications for factors influencing precision, to answer the
research question what micro-precision applications could
benefit from dynamic balancing. This required explanation
of the principles of dynamic balancing, which was used to
determine that acceleration related (aka vibrations) factors are

relevant for this research. The workings and limitations of each
application were discussed, which was used for a qualitative
analysis whether the benefit of dynamic balancing would be
significant or not. Research shows all applications can benefit
from dynamic balancing, of which dynamic balancing of
active mirrors, cryo-coolers, manipulators, scanning mirrors,
motion stages and mechanical beam steering could provide
a significant benefit. Limited benefit would be gained from
dynamic balancing of telescope tracking, solar arrays, wiper
mechanisms and adaptive optics. Drives and engines do cur-
rently use dynamic balancing to great benefit, but for further
improvement of precision new dynamic balancing methods
will have to be developed.

Research also showed a large number of other factors
then accelerations influencing precision from different sources.
These other factors would see no precision benefit from
dynamic balancing and could potentially cause a trade-off
in precision gain. A recommendation for further research
would therefore be to investigate this trade-off point and de-
termine best engineering practices for high precision dynamic
balancing. Another recommendation would be researching a
vibration influence metric which would allow for description
and comparison of vibration severity, as well as describe
effectiveness of dynamic balancing. A further recommendation
would be to research high inertia applications which were
excluded from this research due to the high speed selection
criteria. Researching these high inertia applications could
potentially lead to new insights into uses or limitations of
dynamic balancing at lower accelerations.
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Inherently Balanced Spherical Pantograph
Mechanisms

K.T.Y. Durieux and V. van der Wijk

Abstract This paper investigates the possibilities for designing shaking force bal-
anced spherical pantograph mechanisms using inherent balancing theory. Three
different spherical designs are presented, which are a balanced general spherical
pantograph, a balanced double spherical pantograph and double S shaped mecha-
nism with surrounding 4R four-bar linkage. Also, three variations of the balanced
designs are presented. As compared to the planar pantograph, the same underlying
system of principal vectors exists, of which the geometries can be visualized in the
orthogonal planes. The feasible variations of link length for which force balance is
maintained are discussed.

1 Introduction

Mechanisms used in applications with high accelerations or large moving masses,
such as manipulators, combustion engines or land-based telescopes [1, 2, 3] can suffer
from vibrations due to the generated shaking force and shaking moments, which can
be significant [4]. These can be fully reduced by applying dynamic balancing which
requires a specific distribution of the masses of the links [1].

Contrary to the balancing of planar and spatial mechanisms, of which a significant
amount of research is known, the balancing of spherical mechanisms in specific has
received limited attention. Gosselin [5] applied static balancing to spherical mecha-
nisms, using springs to reduce the overall mass and inertia as compared to shaking
force balancing using mass redistribution. Moore [6] created an algebraic method for
force balancing of spherical four-bar mechanisms, using complex variables and Lau-
rent polynomial factorisation. Borugadda [7] applied a counterweight and adjustable
kinematic parameters with real time control to achieve force balance and partial
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This chapter has been accepted as article for the International Symposium on Advances in Robot
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moment balancing of a spherical mechanism. Partial force and moment balancing
was also achieved by Gill et al. [8] using optimisation of the mass distribution. Most
solutions for dynamic balancing of spherical mechanisms are based on the placement
of additional mass and inertia, resulting in more complex systems with often larger
power requirements or reduced performance [1]. Inherent balancing, on the contrary,
is known for resulting in balanced solutions with relatively low mass, inertia and
complexity which however has not yet been explored for spherical mechanisms.

The goal of this paper is to investigate a new approach for the design of shaking
force balanced spherical mechanisms using inherently balanced spherical pantograph
mechanisms. First, the transformation of a force balanced planar pantograph into a
force balanced spherical pantograph is shown and subsequently four force balanced
spherical variations are presented.

2 Balanced Spherical Pantograph

First the planar force balanced pantograph will be explained in chapter 2.1, which is
used in chapter 2.2 as the basis for a spherical force balanced pantograph.

2.1 Planar pantograph

The planar pantograph shown in Fig. 1 is an inherently balanced planar geometry,
which functions as the basis for a multitude of inherently balanced designs [1, 9].
The basic geometry is a parallelogram (SP1AP2) with two sets of parallel and equally
long links of lengths a1 and a2, which are connected using revolute joints.

Fig. 1 Planar shaking force
balanced pantograph consist-
ing of four moving elements
with a common center of mass
located in base point S for any
motion of the linkage. [10]

The position of link masses m𝑖 are described by distances p𝑖 along a link and q𝑖
normal to the link as illustrated. For specific conditions, the balance conditions, the
common Center of Mass (CoM) is stationary in point S, invariable to the movement
of the linkage. The balance conditions for a planar pantograph are based on the
principal vectors [1], which was shown to also apply for spatial pantographs [10].
Additionally, a principle of mirrored motion is visible within this geometry, with
similarity point Q moving similarly and oppositely to similarity point R, resulting in
zero net reaction forces in point S. Other planar geometries also show this principle
when balanced [9].
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2.2 Spherical pantograph

Fig. 2a shows the spherical version of the balanced planar pantograph which is
obtained when links are curved with equal radius in alternating directions. The
curvatures cannot be in the same direction for a shaking force balanced design, since
2-fold radial symmetry is required to have the common CoM align in base pivot S for
any pose of the linkages. Due to the alternating curves of the links of this mechanism,
joint A can no longer exist and both links connecting in A obtain their own extremity
A1 and A2 which move separately. These points move towards and away from one
another by links SP1 and SP2 rotating in opposite directions, resulting in mirrored
spherical trajectories.

A1

A2

P1

P2

Q

m1

S

m2

m3

m4

R

A2

P2

P1

Q

m1

m2R

S

m3

m4

m5

m6

A1

(a) (b)

Fig. 2 a) Balanced spherical pantograph design with the similarity plane through point S normal
to the line through Q,S and R; b) Additional links with spherical joints are needed to constrain the
pantograph properly and have the common CoM in base pivot S for all motions.

The force balance of the spherical pantograph can be evaluated by the projections
of the linkages onto the orthogonal planes. Figure 3a shows the projection onto the
place through Q,R and A, Fig. 3b shows the projection onto the similarity plane
through point S and normal to the line through Q,S and R, as shown in Fig. 2a,
and Fig. 3c shows the projection on the third orthogonal plane. The projection in
Fig. 3a can be referred to as the in-plane projection, which shows a planar balanced
pantograph as in Fig. 1. The projection in Fig. 3b can be referred to as the similarity
projection, showing a mirrored geometry with respect to the vertical line through
point S and resulting in similar but opposite movements of m1 and m3 compared to m2
and m4 which is a known force balanced geometry. The projection in Fig. 3c consists
of parallelograms, which therefore forms a balanced planar pantograph, but with a
different geometry as compared to Fig. 1. For each projection, the mass parameters for
force balance can be calculated with the equations of the planar balanced pantograph.
Due to the limited space of the paper, this has not been elaborated here.
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Fig. 3 Projections of the balanced spherical pantograph onto the three orthogonal planes: a) In-
plane pantograph; b) Similarity projection; and c) Third projection.

The design in Fig. 3a is not properly constrained to move as a spherical pantograph,
since points A1 and A2 can move independently. These two points have to move within
the similarity plane as well as have their rotational axes remain parallel as illustrated
with dashed lines in fig 2a. This can be accomplished by introducing two new equal
links which connect points A1 with R and A2 with Q using ball joints, as shown
in Fig. 2b. The mass of these links can be included for force balance by modelling
their link mass as two equivalent masses located in the joints and combining the four
equivalent masses with the mass of their respective connecting link. For balance of
the spherical pantograph it is necessary for the pair of links SP1 and SP2 to have
equal length, which also applies for pair of links P1A1 and P2A2, while the length
of each pair may be different. Additionally, links QA2 and RA1 need an equal length
for balance. Proportional scaling of both pairs is also feasible if the same scaling is
applied, including the constraint links 𝐴1𝑅 and 𝐴2𝑄.

3 Variations of the Balanced Spherical Pantograph

Variations of the inherently balanced spherical pantograph are presented here, with
an alternative configuration of the spherical pantograph in Chapter 3.1. Chapter
3.2 and chapter 3.3 show spherical versions of two planar balanced pantograph
variations from [9], namely a double pantograph and a double S shaped mechanism
within a connecting 4R four-bar linkage. See Appendix B for more information about
functioning and non-functioning additional variations.
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3.1 Alternative configuration of Spherical Pantograph

Figure 4 shows an interesting configuration of the spherical pantograph when links
SP2 and SP1 are made colinear, thereby forming a H shaped geometry. Balanced is
achieved due to QP1 and RP2 being parallel, causing points A1 and A2 as well as m1
and m2 to move in opposite directions. This required constraint for points A and m
can be enforced by attaching rigid links (visible as grey lines) between A1 and R as
well as between A2 and Q, connected with ball joints. These links form two opposing
parallelograms which balance each other. The out of plane geometry is shown in Fig.
4b. The link lengths can be varied, however the geometry must remain symmetrical
about point S for force balance.

(a) (b)

A2

m1
Q

S

R

A1

P2

P1

m2

m4

m3

m5

m6

A2

A1P1

P2

m1

m2

m3

m4

S

Fig. 4 a) Variation of the balanced spherical pantograph when links SP2 and SP1 are collinear; b)
Side view.

3.2 Balanced Double Pantograph

Figure 5a shows the design of a balanced double spherical pantograph, which can be
considered as a combination of two mirrored spherical parallelograms using solely
revolute joints. The parallelograms are positioned such that the curvature of the links
is 2-fold radially symmetrical in point S. Link SP1 is rigidly connected to link SP4
and link SP2 to link SP3, which makes both sides move synchronously with the joints
of each side moving along the surface of a sphere. Each parallelogram can have a
separate radius if each link within the parallelogram has equal radius and thereby
allowing for spherical motion. Different link lengths are also feasible if similarity
between parallelograms is retained, allowing for alternative shapes such as a Kite
(near links equal and distant links equal) or Rhombus (all links equal). However, to
achieve force balance, both parallelograms will have to be proportionate.

Also, here the projections of the mechanism onto the three orthogonal planes in
Fig. 5b, 5c and 5d show planar balanced geometries from which the mass parameters
can be derived as known.
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P3 P1

P2P4

A1 & A2 S

A2

P2

P4

P3

P1

A1S

A2

P4

S

P3 P1

A1

P2

P4

P3

A2

P2

S

A1

P1

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5 a) Balanced double spherical pantograph with one side twice as large as the other; b)
Orthogonal projection; c) In-plane projection; and d) Projection onto the similarity plane.

An alternative version of this mechanism is obtained when the link curvatures are
altered four times to create a wave like shape as shown in Fig. 6. This mechanism,
however, requires ball joints in joints A1 and A2 to retain motion as well as link
lengths near point S being equal or larger than distant links.

Similar to the planar pantograph, it is also possible to shift links to another
location as illustrated in Fig. 7a, such that they remain parallel and thereby retain
force balance. Compared to the Fig. 5a, links A1P1 and links A2P4 have been shifted
along their connecting links to A1

∗P1
∗ and A2

∗P4
∗ respectively. This results in a

shorter link P1
∗P4

∗ through point S.

Fig. 6 Balanced double spher-
ical pantograph variation with
four times altering curvature
and ball joints in A1 and A2.

A2 P2
S

P1 A1

3.3 Double S shaped mechanism with connecting 4R four-bar linkage

Figure 7b presents a complex example of a balanced spherical mechanism, namely a
double S shaped spherical mechanism with a surrounding 4R four-bar linkage. This
mechanism is derived from a planar solution of the grand 4R four-bar based linkage
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P1

A3 P4

P3

S

A4

P2

A2

A1

P1
*

P3

S

P4
*

P2

A2

(a)

A2
*

A1
* (b)

Fig. 7 a) Variation of balance double spherical pantograph with shifted links; b) Double S shaped
mechanism with external 4R four-bar linkage and common CoM in point S

architecture, which is an advanced combination of multiple balanced pantographs[9].
Here linkage A1P1SP2A2 with solely revolute joints can be seen as a S shape ge-
ometry, with linkage A3P3SP4A4 forming a secondary S shaped geometry. Links
P1SP2 and P3SP4 have midway a shared revolute joint in point S, where the common
CoM is located for any pose. The surrounding planar 4R four-bar parallelogram is
connected using ball joints in revolute joints A𝑖 . Force balance is retained for link
lengths of equal length, different lengths for near and distant links or symmetrical
link lengths around point S. Figure 8 shows two projections of the S-geometries of
the mechanism.

A1

P1

P3

S

P4

A4

P2

A2

A3

P2
A2

A4P4

P3

P1
A1

A3

S

(a) (b)

Fig. 8 Balanced geometries within Double S variation: a) Out of plane Z shape (XY); b) Out of
plane Z shape (XZ)
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4 Conclusion

A spherical shaking force balanced pantograph was presented, derived from the
planar balanced pantograph. Based on this spherical pantograph, five variants of for
balanced designs were shown, namely an alternative configuration on the spheri-
cal pantograph, three variations of a double spherical pantograph and a double S
shaped mechanism with external 4R four-bar linkage. The projections of the spheri-
cal mechanisms onto the orthogonal planes were shown to result into known planar
geometries for force balance, mostly planar pantographs. This makes it possible to
calculate the mass parameters for balance with the equations known for the pla-
nar case. The feasible variations of link lengths and link curvature radii for which
force balance is possible have been discussed. Using the presented spherical panto-
graph, it is possible to design a wide variety of new inherently balanced spherical or
non-spherical mechanisms, following the approach in this paper and in [1, 9].
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Inherently Balanced Remote Center Mechanisms

Abstract This paper investigates the possibilities for designing shaking force bal-
anced remote center mechanisms, using inherently shaking force balanced spherical
pantographs. First three types of force balanced spherical pantographs are intro-
duced, followed by the balance conditions for the double spherical pantograph.
Next, ten variations of inherently shaking force balanced remote center mechanisms
are presented using the force balanced spherical pantographs. Their potential ben-
efits, drawbacks, design freedom and constraints are explained. Lastly, a realistic
force balanced remote center mechanism is presented suitable for a beam-steering
application, which uses three scaled shifted double spherical pantographs as legs of
a parallel manipulator. A mirror is positioned such that the reflective surface aligns
with the remote center of rotation, allowing for tip-tilt motion.

1 Introduction

Remote Center Mechanisms (RCMs) and by extension spherical mechanisms are
used in applications such as tele-surgery, gimbals, grippers or contour machining
[1]–[4], where high precision and/or high frequency movements are required. The
precision of these movements can be negatively influenced by shaking forces and
shaking moments generated due to the inertia of the moving parts [5]. Dynamic
balancing aims to reduce the resulting shaking forces and moments, by specific
movement and distribution of mass.

Dynamic balancing receives significant academic interest for planar or spatial
mechanisms, but spherical and even more specific remote center mechanisms re-
ceives less. Noteworthy are Yaşır [6] which shows the design process of a statically
balanced remote center mechanism for medical applications. Here the configuration
for the parallel Remote Center Mechanism (RCM) is partly chosen on ease of (static)
balance, which is achieved using counterweights.

1



2

Hayward [7] presents a seven Degree of Freedom (DoF) force balanced haptic
device. This achieves force balance of its remote center serial manipulator using
counterweights. Kim [8] shows gravity compensation for a three DoF RCM, which
is achieved by a moving mass attached to gears and wires located on a parallelo-
gram structure. Suh [9] splits a serial gravity compensated tool handler into a spring
balanced translational part and a serial spherical/ remote center balanced part. This
remote center part is statically balanced using counterweights, springs and transla-
tional adjustment. Lastly, Jamshidifar [10] presents a five DoF parallel manipulator
which is used for haptic simulation of large-organ laparoscopic surgery. Here the
manipulator is gravity balanced for yaw and pitch motion using counterweights,
resulting in a partially force balanced manipulator.

Many dynamic balancing methods such as using counterweights, active control
or Assur groups [11]–[13] result in an increase in mass and complexity. Inherent
balancing, on the contrary, is known for resulting in balanced solutions with relatively
low complexity, mass and inertia [14].

The goal of this paper is to design inherently shaking force balanced remote center
mechanisms using inherently shaking force balanced spherical pantographs. First,
three types of spherical inherently balanced pantographs are introduced, and balance
conditions are deduced for the double spherical pantograph. Next, ten possible
combinations of inherently balanced spherical pantographs are shown which form
force balanced remote center mechanisms. Lastly, a realistic inherently shaking force
balanced remote center mechanism is presented for a beam steering use case.

2 Shaking force balanced spherical pantographs

In the previous chapter, several shaking force balanced pantographs were derived
based on inherent balancing theory [14]. Fig. 1 shows the three main types of
mechanisms, from left to right: the spherical pantograph, the double spherical pan-
tograph and the double S shaped mechanism with surrounding 4R four-bar linkage.
These mechanisms show arc-based trajectories with the end effector points 𝐴𝑖 whilst
retaining shaking force balance. Variations, constraints and more details of these
pantographs are described in the previous chapter.

2.1 Balance conditions of double spherical pantograph

Balance of these spherical pantographs can be proven using principal vectors [14]
and projections. As an example, the balance conditions for the double spherical
pantograph visible in Fig. 1b are presented below. First, the double spherical panto-
graph is projected on a plane intersecting 𝐴∗

1, S and 𝐴∗
2 as visible in Fig. 1b. This

in-plane projection can be simplified to Center of Mass (CoM) locations along links
normalized to their link lengths.
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Fig. 1 a) Spherical pantograph; b) Double spherical pantograph; c) Double S shaped
mechanism with connecting 4R four-bar

Additionally, masses 𝑚4, 𝑚3, 𝑚5 and 𝑚6 of distant links 𝑃1∗𝐴1∗, 𝑃3𝐴
∗
1, 𝑃2𝐴

∗
2

and 𝑃∗
4𝐴

∗
2 respectively can be split into eight equivalent masses (𝑚4 = 𝑚

(1)
4 + 𝑚

(2)
4 ,

etc.), which is visible in Fig. 2.

m4
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m3
(2)

m3
(1) + m4
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m6
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m5
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(1)

A1*

A1A2*A2

S

p2

p1

q1

q2

l1

l2

l3

l4

Fig. 2 Double pantograph in-plane projection

The in-plane geometry can be split into two Equivalent Linear Momentum Sys-
tems (ELMS) [14] and a geometry for equivalent masses of the distant links, shown
in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b respectively. Solving the ELMS for constant linear momentum
leads to the following balance conditions:
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m4
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m6
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m5
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(1) + m4
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l1 l2

l4l3
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Fig. 3 a) ELMS; b) Distant link equation

𝑚
(2)
3 𝑙1 = 𝑚

(2)
5 𝑙4 − 𝑚1𝑝1 (1)

𝑚
(2)
4 𝑙2 = 𝑚

(2)
6 𝑙3 − 𝑚2𝑝2 (2)

𝑚1𝑞1 = 0 (3)
𝑚2𝑞2 = 0 (4)

And solving the geometry for equivalent masses of the distant links for a stationary
CoM provide the following two additional balance conditions:

(𝑚 (1)
3 + 𝑚

(1)
4 )𝑙1 = (𝑚 (1)

5 + 𝑚
(1)
6 )𝑙4 (5)

(𝑚 (1)
3 + 𝑚

(1)
4 )𝑙2 = (𝑚 (1)

5 + 𝑚
(1)
6 )𝑙3 (6)

Relevant to note is the required mapping from distances p𝑛 and q𝑛 in the planar
projection to positions related to an arc shaped link. Figure 4a shows p𝑛 is the
normalized distance along a straight line through both joints 𝑃𝑖 of the link, and q𝑛
normal to this line and located on the plane describing the arc of the link.

This means q𝑛 of different links within the spherical mechanism do not point in
similar directions, therefore inner and distant link q𝑛 cannot be used interchangeable
for balancing contrary to planar mechanisms [14]. Distant link q3 and q6 as well as
q4 and q5 can be balanced according to their mass ratio, visible in equations (7) and
(8):

𝑚3𝑞3 = 𝑚5𝑞5 (7)
𝑚4𝑞4 = 𝑚6𝑞6 (8)
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(a) (b)

pn = 1

qn = 1 

pn 
qn

S

S

P3
P1

P2

P2

Fig. 4 a) Normalized distances 𝑝𝑛 and 𝑞𝑛 based on the straight line distance between
joints 𝑃1 and 𝑃2; b) Found balance conditions place CoM of inner links 𝑃3𝑆𝑃2 and
𝑃1𝑆𝑃4 in point S, but are probably able to be positioned anywhere along the axis
through point S

Inner links q1 and q2 can be balanced according to the equations (3) and (4).
However, this is a limited balance case, due the projection ignoring the spherical
nature of these links. A more complete solution, such as a fully spatial description
would most likely include a relation between q and p to place the combined CoM
not just in the point S, but along the rotation axis through point S as is shown in Fig.
4b. Since the inner links only rotate around this axis, a combined CoM anywhere
along this axis would still result in a fully force balanced spherical mechanism.

3 Inherently shaking force balanced remote center mechanisms

An interesting aspect of dynamic balancing is the ability to directly combine mul-
tiple balanced components and retain force and moment balance [15]. This means
multi-DoF mechanisms can be made using combination of single DoF balanced
mechanisms, which allows for the design of RCMs using the balanced spherical
pantographs. This section will present (in order) shaking force balanced remote
center mechanisms using spherical pantographs, double spherical pantographs and
double S shaped mechanisms respectively as well as design constraints and feasible
variations. All concepts shown are based on equal radii and arc lengths, allowing for
visual comparison in workspace and possible collisions.
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3.1 Remote center mechanisms using spherical pantograph

The end effector of the spherical pantograph makes an arc-based trajectory with
points A1 and A2 (see Fig. 1a), which can be used to create two spherical motion
concepts.

(b)

(c)

(a)

(d)

S

S

S
A1

A1

A1

A2

A2

A2

SA1

A2

P1

P2

Fig. 5 RCM by placing a spherical pantograph on a swivel with a band shaped
workspace: a,b,c) show movement of 𝐴1 when 𝑆𝑃1 and 𝑆𝑃2 are moved in opposite
directions; and d) shows rotation around axis through point S

Fig. 5 shows the first concept which constraints the balanced spherical pantograph
in point S such that revolute joint aligns with the axis of the base. This allows for full
rotation of the pantograph (as visible in Fig. 5d), which combined with the spherical
motion of the internal DoF (shown in Fig. 5a,b&c) creates a curved band workspace
around a remote center. A drawback of this design is the requirement to drive both
DoF around the same rotation axis through point S, which means drive location
is more difficult. Another negative of this concept are the ball joints in points 𝐴𝑖 ,
which means no joint or link is present that always directly points at the Center of
Rotation (CoR). Furthermore, the trajectory of points 𝐴𝑖 due to the internal DoF are
not straight lines across the curvature of the band, making control more challenging.

Fig. 6 shows the second concept which connects multiple spherical pantograph
end effectors (𝐴1 and 𝐴3) in a single ball joint (𝐴13). Depending on the number
of legs, various shapes and sizes of workspace are feasible. The movement when
individual legs are actuated is shown in Fig. 6a,b&c as well as Fig. 6d,e&f.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

S1

S1

S2

A1 & A3

A13
A13

A2

A4

P1

P2

P3

P4

S2

Fig. 6 RCM consisting of two spherical pantograph legs, where movement of legs is
shown in square workspace: a,b,c) Movement of 𝐴13 when 𝑆1𝑃1 and 𝑆1𝑃2 are moved
oppositely; and d,e,f) Movement of 𝐴13 when 𝑆2𝑃3 and 𝑆2𝑃4 are moved oppositely.

Benefits of this concept are a larger stiffness from the use of multiple legs as well
as easier actuation for the full workspace, due to the ability to use both internal DoFs
for remote center motion. Driving two internal DoFs means the location of drives can
be separated and placed in individual bases 𝑆1 and 𝑆2. Drawbacks are the reduced
workspace compared to the first concept together with the practical difficulties such
as potential internal collisions due to the multitude of links as well as the required
multi link ball joint.
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Also, creating a parallel mechanism means the inclusion of singularities where
DoFs are gained or lost for certain configurations of the mechanisms and should
therefore be avoided and taken into account during control.

The variation of the spherical pantograph can also be used to create RCMs, using
the same swivel or combined leg setup, as visible in Fig. 7. Benefits compared to
the first two concepts are a larger but similar shaped workspace. However, similar
negatives are still present such as potential collisions, four-way ball joints, actuation
and/or singularities.

(a) (b)

S

A1

S1

S1

A1 & A3

A2 A4

A2

Fig. 7 RCM using a variation of the spherical pantograph: a) RCM consisting of a
spherical pantograph variation on a swivel with band shaped workspace; b) RCM
consisting of two spherical pantograph variations, with square workspace

3.2 Remote center mechanisms using double spherical pantograph

The double spherical pantograph has the points A1 and A2 making arc-based move-
ment, allowing for the following concepts.

Fig. 8 shows a double spherical pantograph constrained using a fixed swivel,
which is aligned with the rotation axis of the mechanism in point S. This allows for
an almost completely spherical workspace, with areas near and far from the base
unreachable. The size of the achievable workspace is fully determined by internal
collisions of links, thus a different ratio between AP1 and AP2 can allow for more
compact folding and therefore a larger workspace. Depending on the ratio of link
lengths between 𝑆𝑃1𝐴1𝑃2 and 𝑆𝑃3𝐴2𝑃4 the mechanism can also be a compact
balanced solution, since a large movement of 𝐴1 is feasible with a small but heavy
𝐴2 side. Another benefit is the intersection of the revolute joints in points A𝑖 with
the CoR making pointing easier as well as both points A1 and A2 showing opposite
mirrored trajectory. A negative is the requirement to both drive the internal DoF and
external rotation around point S in the same point, which is more difficult.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

S

A1

A1

A1

A2
A1

S

S

S

A2

A2

A2

P3

P1

P2

P4

Fig. 8 RCM by placing a double spherical pantograph on a swivel: a,b,c) Arc shaped
trajectory of 𝐴1 is shown when 𝑆𝑃1 and 𝑆𝑃2 move oppositely; d) Rotation around
axis through point S allows for spherical workspace of point 𝐴1

The second concept visible in Fig. 9 is a combination of double spherical pan-
tographs, connecting points 𝐴1 and 𝐴3 in a single revolute joint 𝐴13. This concept is
stiffer and easier to actuate then the first concept, since only internal DoFs have to
be actuated. Collision of links becomes a larger potential problem, but contrary to
the shared ball joint of the spherical pantograph combination concept is the simple
shared revolute joint. Workspace is however smaller compared to the swivel concept
and singularities are present.

Fig. 10 shows an interesting concept where a simplified but specific version of
the second concept is fixed in point 𝐴13 and uses a platform between points 𝑆𝑖 . This
platform acts as a tip-tilt end effector, with its CoM central and above the rotation
axis through point 𝐴13 to achieve full force balance. Actuation of the internal DoFs
is enough to achieve full rotational range of motion. However, the weight of the
actuators would need to be included within the balance if they are not all placed in
the single shared revolute joint point 𝐴13. Additionally, the arc length of each link
must be 1

2𝜋∗ radii for the mechanism to function.
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(a) (d)

(b) (e)

(c) (f)

A2

S1

S1
S1

A1 & A3

S2

S2

A4

S2

P3

P1

P5

A13 A13

P7

Fig. 9 RCM consisting of two double spherical pantographs: a,b,c) Movement of end
effector 𝐴13 is shown when 𝑆1𝑃1 and 𝑆1𝑃3 move oppositely; and d,e,f) Movement
of end effector 𝐴13 is shown when 𝑆2𝑃5 and 𝑆2𝑃7 move oppositely

Equally to the spherical pantograph based RCM, the double pantograph variation
as mentioned in chapter 2 can also be applied with a swivel or combination of
multiple legs as shown in Fig. 11a and 11b respectively. The addition of the ball joint
in points 𝐴1 and 𝐴3 makes for a more difficult connection when multiple legs are
combined. Also, pointing of the end effector towards to the CoR is difficult based
on the links. The feasible workspaces are however larger than spherical pantograph
variations.
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Fig. 10 RCM consisting of
two double spherical pan-
tographs in an inverted po-
sition, allowing for tip-tilt
movement around CoR.

S4

A13

S1

S2

S3

(a) (b)

S1

S1 S2

A1

A1 & A3

A2
A2 A4

Fig. 11 RCM using a variation of the double spherical pantograph: a) RCM consisting
of a double spherical pantograph variation on a swivel; b) RCM consisting of two
double spherical pantograph variations

3.3 Remote center mechanisms using double S mechanism

The last concept is the double S shaped mechanism with surrounding 4R four-bar
linkage on a swivel, visible in Fig. 12. This mechanism shows a similar but smaller
workspace to the spherical pantograph, but a large disadvantage is the multitude of
links which increases the chance of internal collisions. Additionally, the ball joint
and revolute joint both present in points A𝑖 is also disadvantage.
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(a) (b) (c)

S S
S

A1 A1
A1

A2

A3

A4

Fig. 12 RCM by placing a double S shaped mechanism with 4R four-bar constraining
linkage on a swivel, where end effector 𝐴1 forms a cone shaped workspace

3.4 Design constraints

Achieving remote center motion is feasible with the presented types of spherical
pantographs either by specific constraints or combining multiple pantographs. Here
the combined pantographs are required to have a matching end effector as well as
a similar CoR, which either requires similar link lengths and radii or has to be
attached to the axis of the end effector in case of a revolute joint. Also relevant is the
requirement for revolute joints to be intersecting [16], except when also ball joints
are used. If the revolute joints do not intersect, then the combined motion of the links
either does not form a spherical motion trajectory or does not allow for any motion
at all.

3.5 Variations

Feasible adjustments to the spherical pantographs according to chapter 2 also apply
in these remote center mechanism combinations, if the above-mentioned design
constraints are preserved/ maintained.

Adding more links or parts to the RCM, as is done with the concept shown in
Fig. 10, does require additional balancing to retain a fully balanced mechanism. The
addition of an interlink in between end effectors is feasible, as shown between end
effectors 𝐴1 and 𝐴3 in Fig. 13, which could allow for an additional controllable DoF.
This interlink could be modelled as equivalent masses at the connecting end effectors
𝐴𝑖 and then be taken into account when balancing the legs.

Combining multiple double S shaped mechanisms and attaching their end effec-
tors in a single ball joint would most likely lead to many internal collisions and is
therefore not considered. Combinations of multiple types of spherical pantographs
are also feasible, if the CoR of the end effectors match in location as well as end
effectors aligning in a single point or along similar axis.
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S1 S2

A1 A3

Fig. 13 RCM with interlink 𝐴1𝐴3, which has translation along the sphere as well as
rotation around an axis through the CoR

4 Possible use-case

Remote center mechanisms are used in several applications, such as surgery robots
[17] or haptic control for tele-surgery [1]. These applications however have small
mass and small accelerations, making dynamic balancing less beneficial. An inter-
esting possibility for RCMs is to attach a part to the end effector which intersects
with CoR, to create a tip/tilt motion in this point. This could make RCMs useful
for applications with larger accelerations such as antenna pointing [18] or tip-tilt
stages [19]. Pure rotational motion could however also be achieved by serial or par-
allel manipulators, of which an overview of interesting high speed parallel spherical
manipulators is provided in Appendix C.

Beam steering is another application where high frequency tip-tilt motion of
a mirroring surface allows for fast positioning of light or sound at desired places
[20]. Here literature states a gap in performance of desired range of motion and
frequency, which is limited due to vibrations. Using a force balanced mechanism
with tip-tilt motion could potentially reduce this negative effect from vibrations.
More information about other beam steering methods can be found in Appendix D.
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4.1 Remote center based beam steering mechanism

Figure 14 shows an inherently balanced remote center mechanism, which has a
mirrored surface positioned in the CoR allowing for tip-tilt movement of the mirror.
The legs are connected to the base using round pins and are connected together in
the end effector by a pin to which the mirror is also connected. The pin is connected
to one of the legs to ensure the orientation of the symmetrical mirror design remains
constant, while still allowing the other legs to rotate around the pin. This pin is also
constrained in translation, to ensure the center of the mirror surface remains at the
CoR.

Fig. 14 A realistic example
of a beam steering tip-tilt
mechanism, where mirror
(center part) rotates around
the remote CoR due to the
three double spherical shifted
pantographs as legs

The design uses three legs forming a parallel manipulator which increases the
stiffness, rigidity, load carrying capacity as well as the ability to place an additional
drive to improve performance and additional actuated stability [21]. The increased
stiffness also means a higher eigenfrequency which allows for higher frequency
actuation [22]. The legs are balanced according to the balance conditions mentioned
in section 2.1 but are scaled individually (80%, 100% and 120% of a balanced
double spherical pantograph mechanisms) to have different radii. This ensures the
movement of a leg is along a unique sphere thereby preventing collisions between
legs. The legs are positioned at 120◦ degrees apart, which ensures the stiffness is
homogeneously distributed as well as providing optimal space per leg to reduce the
possibility of collisions. An additional benefit of a parallel manipulator is the location
of the drives, which in this case can easily be positioned near the bases. A drawback is
the inclusion of singularities which makes control more difficult, although the design
of the legs currently physically limits the movement from reaching a singularity.
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Fig. 15 Demonstration model from side and top view

Current specifications are a range of motion of ∼ 21◦ degrees to a single side, thus
42◦ degrees in total. Redesigning the connections to be single sided between linkages
can reduce the possibility of collisions, which can increase the range of motion. This
comes at the loss of producibility and joint stiffness. The current materials used
are PLA (FDM printable), Titanium (Ti) as well as Lead weights. The reason for
choosing PLA and Ti is a ratio of 3.6 in density (PLA is 1250 kg/m3 [23] and Ti is
4500 kg/m3 [24]), which is required due to the scaling present in the legs. Different
material combinations with the same ratio are feasible (for example PTFE & Brass,
FEP & Stainless steel, Zinc & PPS [24], [25]). The overall dimensions of the RCM
are a disc shaped space with a diameter of 340 mm and a height of 150 mm. Mass of
the total mechanism (excluding spacers, nuts and bolts) is roughly 900 grams. The
demonstration model is shown in Fig. 15 and a full overview of the moving parts
used is visible in table 1, excluding spacers and bolts/nuts/pins.

Possible variations are different lengths ratio of linkages, inclusion of more legs for
more stiffness and performance potential or the interesting inclusion of an additional
drive positioned at the end effector which can rotate the mirror along an axis through
the CoR. This addition would introduce a twist DoF which can be use together with
a tilted mirror for more adjustment of the incoming beam. On the other hand, the
addition of a drive at the end effector means more moving mass which will have to
be balanced either by the legs or the mirror as well as reduced performance due to
the increased inertia.
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Part: Radius1(mm) Arc length(deg) Arc length(mm) Radius2 (mm) (opposite direction) Arc length2(deg) Arc length2(mm) Cross-section(mm) Material Mass(g) CoM (x,y,z) (mm)
Pant1 Link1 70 70 85.52113335 35 70 42.76056667 10x10 PLA 12.06 6.47,0,-17.35
Pant1 Link2 70 35 42.76056667 35 35 21.38028334 10x10 PLA 5.02 2.54,-0.01,-12.17
Pant1 Link3 70 70 85.52113335 - - - 10x10 PLA 6.2 13.70,33.85,-0.01
Pant1 Link4 35 70 42.76056667 - - - 10x10 Ti 13.45 7.21,16.84,-0.01
Pant1 Link5 70 35 42.76056667 - - - 10x10 PLA 5.28 13.93,32.52,-0.01
Pant1 Link6 35 35 21.38028334 - - - 10x10 Ti 11.16 6.77,16.34,-0.02
Pant1 Lead1 - - - - - - r6.75x7 Lead 11.02 0,3.5,0
Pant1 Lead2 - - - - - - r4.5x10.2 Lead 7.14 0,5.10,0

(Scaled 80% of Pant1)
Pant2 Link1 56 70 68.41690668 28 70 34.20845334 8.32x8 PLA 6.42 4.97,-0.01,-13.59
Pant2 Link2 56 35 34.20845334 28 35 17.10422667 8.32x8 PLA 2.54 2.14,-0.02,10.14
Pant2 Link3 56 70 68.41690668 - - - 8.32x8 PLA 3.25 10.91,27.19,-0.01
Pant2 Link4 28 70 34.20845334 - - - 8.32x8 Ti 6.98 5.74,13.57,-0.02
Pant2 Link5 56 35 34.20845334 - - - 8.32x8 PLA 2.75 11.08,26.07,-0.02
Pant2 Link6 28 35 17.10422667 - - - 8.32x8 Ti 5.69 5.36,13.11,-0.03
Pant2 Lead1 - - - - - - r5.4x5.68 Lead 5.72 0,2.84,0
Pant2 Lead2 - - - - - - r3.6x8.4 Lead 3.76 0,4.2,0

(Scaled 120% of Pant1)
Pant3 Link1 84 70 102.62536 42 70 51.31268001 12x12 PLA 21.16 7.63,0,-20.38
Pant3 Link2 84 35 51.31268001 42 35 25.65634 12x12 PLA 8.69 3.16,-0.01,-14.81
Pant3 Link3 84 70 102.62536 - - - 12x12 PLA 10.81 16.49,40.52,0.0
Pant3 Link4 42 70 51.31268001 - - - 12x12 Ti 23.63 8.69,20.13,-0.01
Pant3 Link5 84 35 51.31268001 - - - 12x12 PLA 9.26 16.76,38.97,-0.01
Pant3 Link6 42 35 25.65634 - - - 12x12 Ti 19.79 8.17,19.56,-0.01
Pant3 Lead1 - - - - - - r8.1x8.58 Lead 19.45 0,4.29,0
Pant4 Lead2 - - - - - - r5.4x12.6 Lead 12.7 0,6.30,0

Radius(mm) Height(mm)
Mirror base 27.5 58 - - - - - PLA 12.38 0,7.34,0
Mirror lead 25 8.1 - - - - - Lead 50.56 0,5.32,0

Table 1 Dimensions of all moving parts, excluding bolts/nuts, spacers

A noteworthy discussion is the number of constraints, which has positive and neg-
ative attributes. Over constraining a mechanism can increase load carrying capacity,
increase stiffness, simplify design and lower stress concentrations [16], [26]. Draw-
backs however are sensitivity to assembly and fabrication errors thereby reducing
precision as well potential asymmetric thermal expansion. The current double spher-
ical pantograph uses revolute joints throughout and is therefore over constrained. A
spherical mechanism where all joints move along a sphere (which is a constraint it-
self) does not require additional constraints in translations. To ensure the movement
is along a sphere in practice a single revolute joint is required, while the other joints
can be cylindrical of type. This would result in a perfectly constrained spherical
mechanism. The combination of three legs with three cylindrical joints at the base
and one revolute joint at the end effector is three times under constrained. However,
the design is such that the angle between the legs is 120◦ degree, which causes the
translation of the cylindrical joints to be cancelled by each other when the legs have
equal length. This causes the cylindrical joints to function as revolute joints, making
the combination of legs perfectly constrained. However, when the legs are not equal
length, then translation can occur of a single leg when the other legs change length.
Therefore this design uses three revolute joints at the base. Redesigning the double
spherical pantograph to use six cylindrical joints could improve the precision of the
model.
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5 Conclusion

This chapter/paper shortly introduces the three main types of spherical inherently
shaking force balanced pantographs and present the balance conditions for the dou-
ble spherical pantograph, based on principal vectors and projections. The use of
projections provides a full shaking force balance, but limited design freedom due to
the information loss from using projections. Based on these spherical pantographs,
ten possible shaking force balanced remote center mechanisms were shown, each
with their benefits and drawbacks described. Required design constraints and pos-
sible variations of these RCMs are discussed. To demonstrate the usability of the
found RCMs, a remote center mechanism was designed using three shifted double
spherical pantographs of various radii forming a parallel manipulator. This can be
used for beam steering applications, where high frequency, large range of motion
and low vibrations are relevant. The design choices and possible improvements have
been mentioned.
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5
Discussion

Following the methods and results related to the sub-goals, several points will be discussed in this chapter.

5.1. Literature research
The literature research into micro-precision applications has a very broad scope which reveals many interest-
ing precision influencing factors. This however lacks a specific focus on spherical/ remote center mechanisms.
Extending the research to include remote center mechanisms more specifically could result into new insight
concerning precision influencing factors as well as determining the dynamic balancing relevance for spherical
mechanisms. Research for the beam-steering use-case and into dynamically balanced Remote Center Mecha-
nisms (RCMs) filled this void and showed most RCMs are used for medical surgery related applications. Here
balance is relevant to keep a tool in a fixed orientation without force, which is where shaking force balancing
could provide a significant benefit. Converting these RCMs to provide only rotational DoFs means they can be
applied in applications such as pointing or tip-tilt stages. Here larger accelerations occur making force balancing
even more relevant.

5.2. Projections
Balance of the novel inherently balanced spherical pantographs is currently proven using balanced shapes within
projections. If all Cartesian projections are force balanced for a spatial mechanism, then the entire spatial mech-
anism must be balanced. The drawback of using projections is a loss of information from 3d to 2d. This results
in more simplified or specific conditions, limiting the design freedom. Describing the spherical pantographs spa-
tially could provide a more general solution, where curvatures and radii of links would be included as design
options to achieve balance. However, the algebraic spatial descriptions of these spherical pantographs are quite
complex and were therefore not feasible within the allotted time frame for this thesis.

5.3. Reflection on state of the art
Within the graduation time frame, some new relevant publications were made. Reyes [16] shows the use of spher-
ical mechanisms for exoskeletons, in aiding the user by reducing loads. Here loads are currently transferred to
different parts of the user, which could potentially lead to new medical problems. Gravity balancing or balancing
moments to reduce these loads are stated as potential future requirements, which is where dynamic balancing
could provide significant benefit. Christensen [17] shows several upper body exoskeletons currently apply grav-
ity balancing for loads, but this could potentially also be solved by force balancing with the added benefit of
remaining force balanced during movement.
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5.4. Future work
Some potential future work for this research is relevant to note. First off, determining balance conditions of the
spherical pantograph based on an spatial algebraic model would allow for more general solutions compared to
using projections. Also, producing and evaluating the spherical mechanisms can validate the achievable balance
as well as determine other characteristics such as kinematics, singularities and stiffness. Moreover, validating
the spherical designs for moment balance as well as incorporating constant inertia design [18] could potentially
lead to fully dynamically balanced spherical mechanisms. Lastly, similar shapes within planar mechanisms can
be balanced using inherent balance theory, and extending this to spherical mechanisms could potentially lead to
additional interesting new balanced spherical mechanisms.



6
Conclusion

The goal of this thesis is to present new inherently force balanced spherical mechanisms for micro precision
applications, which has been achieved using multiple sub-goals.

First off, the use-case of dynamic balancing for high speed and high-precision applications with motion was
researched, through a qualitative analysis. This showed potentially significant benefits for five of the six chosen
high speed precise application with motion, namely (space) telescopes, space manipulation, additive manufactur-
ing, motion stages and beam steering. Engines/drives require new balancing methods to receive further benefit.

Following a gap found in the literature research related to dynamic balancing of spherical mechanisms, three
new types of inherently shaking force balanced spherical pantograph-based mechanisms were developed. These
are the spherical pantograph, the double spherical pantograph and the double S shaped mechanism with surround-
ing 4R four-bar linkage. Also, two variations of the spherical pantograph and the double spherical pantograph are
presented, resulting in a total of five novel force balanced mechanisms. These mechanisms have been designed
using inherent balance theory as well as projections, and have their movements and constraints explained. The
feasible design freedom per type to retain balance, such as varying radii, unequal link lengths, scaled sides and
shifting links have also been presented. Also, the balance conditions for the double spherical pantograph have
been determined.

Lastly, the balanced spherical pantographs are used to create ten inherently shaking force balanced remote
center mechanisms, which are either based on the use of a swivel or combining multiple pantographs to form a
parallel manipulator. This allows all end effectors to show spherical movement, around a fixed Center of Rotation.
Each mechanism has its pros and cons described as well as design freedom and movement. Additionally, to show
the potential of the remote center mechanisms, an exemplary use-case was chosen which is beam steering. For
this, a realistic remote center mechanism was designed where three scaled shifted double spherical pantographs
act as legs for a parallel manipulator. A mirror is attached to the end effectors and is positioned such that it
performs tip-tilt movement around the shared center of rotation, while retaining force balance.
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A
Precision factors and effects

This appendix contains an overview of all factors and/or effects per high precision application discussed in chapter
2. A classification, visible in Table A.1, was used to signify the traits of each application and what aspect of the
application the effect/cause is related to. All findings from research into literature are visible per application in
tables A.2, A.3 and A.4. The sources can be referenced to chapter 2.

Table A.1: Explanation of traits and types of effects
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Table A.2: Effects and causes on (space) telescopes and space manipulation
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Table A.3: Effects and causes on engines/drives and FDM and SLA/SLS 3d printing
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Table A.4: Effects and causes on motion stages and beam steering



B
Overview researched force balanced

spherical mechanisms

This appendix contains an overview of all functioning and non-functioning spherical pantograph based mecha-
nisms. For the non-functioning mechanisms, possible reasons are provided for why the mechanism either does
not function or retain its balance. Since not all mechanisms were relevant (not generic/ simplified), mechanisms
displayed here will vary in refinement. This means designs can vary as well as be more conceptual/simplified
compared to mechanisms presented in Chapter 3 and 4.

B.1. Functioning mechanisms
These are all functioning spherical pantographs of which certain versions have also been presented in Chapter 3
or Chapter 4.

Equal length spherical pantograph
As shown in Chapter 3, Fig. 2b, an equal link length spherical pantograph is visible in Fig. B.1.

Figure B.1: Equal length spherical pantograph
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Kite shaped spherical pantograph
A feasible variation is the kite shaped pantograph (also viable in planar form), where the distant linkages with
end-effectors (green) have a longer link length compared to the near links and compensating part (blue) (see Fig.
B.2).

Figure B.2: Spherical pantograph where distant links (green) are longer compared to near link (red) or secondary link (blue)

Variation equal length spherical pantograph
As shown in Chapter 3, Fig. 4, an equal link length spherical pantograph is visible in Fig. B.3.

Figure B.3: Variation of equal length spherical pantograph
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Variation kite shaped spherical pantograph
This is a variation on the kite shaped spherical pantograph visible in Fig. B.2, which retains its mass balance
as well as functionality. Distant link (light green) has a longer link length compared to inner links (red) or
compensating links (blue) are visible in Fig. B.4. The inner links (red) are co-linear.

Figure B.4: Spherical pantograph where distant links (green) are longer compared to near link (red) or secondary link (blue)

Equal length double spherical pantograph
Equal length links are used to create the most simple version of a double spherical pantograph, as visible in Fig.
B.5.

Figure B.5: Double spherical pantograph with equal link length
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Scaled double spherical pantograph
The scaled double spherical pantograph has 2 sides, which are scaled in length as well as inversely in mass, shown
in Fig. B.6.

Figure B.6: Double spherical pantograph which is scaled around center point

Parallelogram shaped scaled double spherical pantograph
The double spherical pantograph can also be parallelogram shaped (1 pair of long links and 1 pair of short links),
as seen in Fig. B.7. This is also visible in Chapter 2, Fig. 5.

Figure B.7: Double spherical pantograph with a parallelogram shape (long and short link pairs) as well as scaled around center point
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Kite shaped scaled double spherical pantograph
A different version of the scaled double spherical pantograph is kite shaped, where distant links are longer then
near links, as visible in Fig. B.2.

Figure B.8: Double spherical pantograph with a kite shape (distant links (yellow and blue) longer then near links (red)) and scaled around
center point

Shifted double spherical pantograph
Shifting distant links is also feasible, where a smaller parallelogram or rhombus will be formed (see Fig. B.9).
The remaining sections can be removed which would simply result in a smaller double spherical pantograph.

Figure B.9: Double spherical pantograph with parallelogram shape where distant links (1 dark blue and 1 orange) are shifted along to form a
smaller parallelogram
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Variation equal length double spherical pantograph
The variation of the double spherical pantograph uses ball joints at the end effectors, which is visible in Fig.
B.10. The links here have equal lengths. A drawback is the presence of a singularity, causing this mechanism to
potentially lose its mirrored motion and thus balance.

Figure B.10: Variation of double spherical pantograph with equal link lengths

Variation scaled double spherical pantograph
Similarly to the double spherical pantograph visible in Fig. B.6, a scaled version around the center is also feasible
as seen in Fig. B.11. This is also visible in Chapter 2 Fig. 6.

Figure B.11: Variation of double spherical pantograph which is scaled around the center
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Variation Kite shaped non scaled double spherical pantograph
A kite can be drawn in 2 ways, either long near links or long distant links. Both versions are balanced, but the
short distant/long near links versionworkswithout collisions, shown in Fig. B.12. Short/long requires redesigning
since distant links collide, as visible in Fig. B.13.

Figure B.12: Variation of kite shaped double spherical pantograph, with short distant links (dark) and long near links (light)

Figure B.13: Variation of kite shaped double spherical pantograph, with long distant links (light) and short near links (dark). Here long links
visible collide, thus requiring redesigning
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Equal length double S shaped mechanism with surrounding 4R four-bar
The double S shaped mechanismwith surrounding 4R four-bar is based on a planar version. The spherical version
is shown in Fig. B.14, where equal link lengths (red and blue) can be constrained using an equal length 4R four-
bar (green). Inner links (red and blue) are co-linear and ball joints are used between four-bar (green) and S shaped
links (red and blue).

Figure B.14: Equal length double S shaped mechanism with surrounding equal length 4R four-bar

Unequal length double S shaped mechanism with surrounding 4R four-bar
A feasible variation is unequal length links, visible in Fig. B.15, where the inner links are either shorter of longer
then distant links. This requires a different surrounding 4R four-bar to constrain the desired movement.

Figure B.15: Double S shaped mechanisms with unequal length links and parallelogram 4R four-bar
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Kite shaped double S shaped mechanism with surrounding 4R four-bar
A kite shaped double S mechanism is also feasible, in both orientations (i.e. short inner/ long distant links or long
inner/ short distant links). Figure B.16 shows long inner links and short distant links, with a equal link length
surrounding 4R four-bar.

Figure B.16: Kite shaped double S shaped mechanisms with long inner links and short outer links
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B.2. Non-functioning mechanisms
Non-functioning of mechanisms can have many reasons, either kinematics or balance related. Here are several
non-functioning mechanisms displayed as well as reasoning why combined alterations are not working. Mech-
anisms with similar shapes are not discussed, since they are not fully researched within this thesis. Equally,
unbalanced shapes such as a similar radius spherical pantograph will be shown, but where not further researched
due to clear initial unbalance.

Parallelogram shaped spherical pantograph
The functioning spherical pantograph (shown in Fig. B.2 and B.1) relies equal length or symmetrical links for
balance. The parallelogram shaped mechanism with longer links (visible in Fig. B.17) places the masses not only
further away from the joint, but also out of plane due to the curved nature. This causes an unbalance in this out
of plane direction.

Figure B.17: Parallelogram shaped spherical pantograph, where the link length of yellow is 125% of red, causing an unbalanced movement.

Scaled spherical pantograph
The mechanism shown in Fig. B.18 functions similarly to the spherical pantograph visible in Fig. B.1 concerning
types of joints, but requires a variable length constraining linkage (dark green), making the current constraining
method not feasible. If a different type of constraining can be applied, then the mechanism can be force balanced,
although with a relatively small range of motion.

Figure B.18: Scaled spherical pantograph, in a fixed orientation due to the fixed length constraint links (dark green)
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Variation parallelogram shaped spherical pantograph
The variation of the parallelogram shaped spherical pantograph shares the same problem as the normal panto-
graph, with out of plane unbalance due to the longer links (yellow) as can be seen in Fig. B.19. Here it is clearly
visible that both sides of the spherical pantograph are not parallel, and thus include an unbalanced motion when
driven.

Figure B.19: Variation of parallelogram shaped spherical pantograph, where out of plane unbalance is visible by non-parallel planes of left
(light) and right (dark) sides of the mechanism

Variation scaled spherical pantograph
The variation of the scaled spherical pantographmechanism shown in Fig. B.20 can also be balanced, but similarly
to the scaled spherical pantograph requires variable length constraint links, making it unfeasible with the current
design.

Figure B.20: Variation of spherical pantograph which is scaled around center, where different radii are used but requires variable length
constraint links
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Variation parallelogram shaped double spherical pantograph
The parallelogram shaped variant of the double spherical pantograph variation (shown in scaled version in Fig.
B.21) cannot function, due to the end-effector points not aligning and therefore not allowing for a ball joint
connection.

Figure B.21: Parallelogram shaped version of double spherical pantograph variation, where end-effector points do not align and can therefore
not be connected.

Variation scaled double spherical pantograph
The scaled version of the double spherical pantograph variation (visible is scaled and kite variant in Fig. B.22)
has besides the collision problem due to the kite shape, also a non symmetrical motion of both sides. The smaller
side will fold faster, thereby not allowing for mirrored motion of the larger side as well as limit the movement of
the larger side. This creates an unbalanced mechanism.

Figure B.22: Scaled variant of the double spherical pantograph variation, where collision is visible as well as a non symmetrical motion and
therefore no force balance
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Scaled Double S mechanism
The scaled double S mechanism has a trapezium shaped 4R four-bar constraining linkage, which requires variable
link lengths to allow for balanced motion. The current constraining design therefore doesnt allow for movement.

Figure B.23: Scaled Double S mechanism, where an variable link length trapezium shaped four-bar constraining linkage would be required,
which isn’t feasible with the current design

Shifting of linkages
Shifting is possible if the original shape is preserved and the required constraints are not altered. The spherical
pantograph and variation will change from a equal and symmetrical version to a unequal parallelogram shaped
version when links are shifted. Since these, as shown in Fig. B.17 and B.19, are not balanced, shifting is therefore
not feasible. Similarly for the double spherical pantograph variation, where shifting would also create a paral-
lelogram shape as visible in Fig. B.21 which doesn’t function. Shifting within the double S shaped mechanism,
visible in Fig. B.24, could be made to function by redesigning the planar 4R four-bar linkage, but the shifted
linkages would still result in an unbalanced mechanism due to a lack of symmetry.

Figure B.24: Shifted double S shaped mechanism, where planar 4R four-bar would need to be redesigned to allow for functionality. However,
balance would still not be present, due to a lack of symmetry.
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Variations of scaled mechanism
Kite or parallelogram shaped mechanism can be combined with scaling around the center point, if both variations
are possible (such as the double pantograph variants visible in Fig. B.7,B.8 and B.28). This means only the
double spherical pantograph retains its functionality and balance when both scaled around the center point and
kite or parallelogram shaped. This is most likely due to the symmetric nature of this design, allowing for more
variations.

Non balanced shapes
The following shapes (Fig. B.25, B.26 and B.27) are also not balanced, due to out of plane unbalance.

Figure B.25: Same radius spherical pantograph, with unbalance out of plane

Figure B.26: Same radius spherical pantograph, with counter masses (blue) in opposite direction remains unbalanced out of plane.
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Figure B.27: Same radius double spherical pantograph is also unbalanced out of plane

Figure B.28: Similar Shapes, which functions like a Bennett linkage, is unbalanced. Unclear what the balance conditions are.
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Overview of spherical mechanisms

Several Spherical Parallel Manipulators (SPMs) are presented, including their sources. This is by no means a
conclusive overview of all SPM, but a small relevant section which functioned as inspiration.

A 3-RRR Spherical Parallel Manipulator Reconfigured with Four-bar Linkages

Figure C.1: Standard RRR [19]

Figure C.2: RRR with bottom R being a prism sliding along a single circular ring (yellow and green) [19]
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Spherical Parallel Manipulator (SPM) 2 DOF Inverse Kinematics Simulation

Figure C.3: RRR & RR SPM [20]

Computation of Unique Kinematic Solutions of a Spherical Parallel Manipulator with
Coaxial Input Shafts

Figure C.4: Spherical Parallel Manipulators (SPM) with 2 Inputs and 2 links (RR and RRR) [21]
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Compound Impedance Control of a Hydraulic Driven Parallel 3UPS/S Manipulator

Figure C.5: 3 UPS/S manipulator, using linear actuators [22]

Modelling and Analysis of a 2-DOF Spherical Parallel Manipulator

Figure C.6: RR & 2RRR SPM, rotating around RR joint at the supporting column [23]
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Design and Prototyping of a Spherical Parallel Machine Based on 3-CPU Kinematics

Figure C.7: 3PRRR SPM where linear actuators are used [24]

Kinematic analysis and optimal design of a novel 3-PRR spherical parallel manipulator

Figure C.8: 3-PRR with sliding across rails [25]
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Modelling of a Remote Center of Motion Spherical Parallel Tensegrity Mechanism for
Percutaneous Interventions

Figure C.9: Design using 2 curved pantographs to have a rotation around a single point O (remote center) [26]

THE AGILE EYE

Figure C.10: Agile eye, using 3RRR links for very high speeds [27]
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Structural design of a positioning spherical parallel manipulator to be utilized in brain
biopsy

Figure C.11: A sliding puck in between rails that rotate [28]

Mechatronic Model of a Compliant 3PRS Parallel Manipulator

Figure C.12: 3PRS manipulator, which has uses linear actuators to change the angle of legs and uses compliant joints [29]
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A virtual power algorithm for dynamics analysis of a 3-RRcP spherical parallel robot
using the screw theory

Figure C.13: A 3RRcP (circular track for prism), allowing for rotational movement [30]



D
Mini review Beam steering application

Beam steering is used to alter the path light takes, by adjusting a lens or mirror. Here tip/tilt is required to steer
and piston motion (up and down) to compensate phase difference when an array of mirrors or lenses is used.

Beam steering can be split intomechanical and non-mechanical, as well as active and passive. Passive systems
are inexpensive, less losses, easily scalable, reproducible and thermally stable [31]. However, these ‘passive’
systems have a steering antenna to achieve a difference in input angle (not really passive thus!). Ranges of
motion are between ±20 to 60◦ degrees and only limited in frequency by the laser source angling. Solutions
described are for microwaves.

Beam steering can be split into multiple methods:

• Active optics

• Lenslet arrays

• Adaptive optics

• Gimbals

• MEMS

• Rotating polygons/ mirror

• Fast steering mirror/ scanning mirror

• Risley prism

• Resonant scanner

• Optical deflectors (EOD & OAD)

Number of resolvable spots can be deemed as the resolution of the deflector, as it defines the number of
independent spots or pixels that can be addressed across the maximum deflection angle [32]. Aka small maximum
deflection angle means low number of independent spots.
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Performance overview

(a) Performance table [32] (b) Overview of properties of various beam steering methods [32]

Figure D.1: Performance of beam steering methods

“Performance of random-access mirror based scanners, in terms of maximum deflection angle velocity, is
physically limited by the inertia associated with the rotating mirror and other moving parts of these scanners.”
(visible in Fig. D.2) [32]. Inertia gap determines accuracy and frequency combination where no current random-
access solution exists [33].

Figure D.2: Inertia Gap visible in frequency (vertical axis) and resolution (horizontal axis) [32]
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Mechanical beam steering
Mechanical movement has the advantage of providing accurate and reliable performance, at the cost of increased
size & weight as well as high cost and large amounts of power [34].

Figure D.3: Overview Mechanical solutions for beam steering [35]

Mechanical solutions, such as Galvo-scanners, MEMS or piezo scanners are fundamentally limited by the
inertia associated with the mass of the rotating mirror and other moving parts [32]. Also influenced negatively by
drift and temperature dependencies, but larger range in possible wavelengths to handle compared to EOD/AOD.
Solutions for beam steering of IR spectra wave (THz order) exist, allowing for more than ± 120◦ degrees of
steering angle at 200 Hz bandwidth [36]. These angles are however in a preferential direction, with less angle in
a secondary direction. Also, the high angles tend to be oscillating systems again. Additionally, frequency is often
limited in range to certain bandwidths.

Figure D.4: Performance of beam steering with steering angle vs frequency[36]

Trivia: Lenses can also be used to adjust radio waves. Mechanical monolithic solutions for beam steering
are eventually limited by mass (D3) and power (D5), which is why array based set-ups are a better solutions
(D2 scaling for both) [37]. However, influence of vibrations in an array can create array-element positional errors
which result in image blur. Up to 1.6th wave can be adjusted for in 1992, but structure required to make a coherent
array would be very heavy and still influenced by thermal effects. A feedback loop or post detection to adjust for
the positional errors. Reaction forces reduce pointing performance in mechanical beam steering [37].
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Active optics
Active optics is similar to adaptive optics, but at lower frequencies. It focuses on low frequency (1Hz) movement
for disturbance control (from wind, temperature and mechanical stress), stabilization (vibrations, air turbulence
and acoustic noise) [38]. These are used in interferometers as well as laser set ups. (0.05 Hz or less [39])

Figure D.5: Active optics [40]

Lenslet array
Lenslet array is an array of many smaller lenses, which when moved up and down parallel to the each other allows
for steering of image. The lens is split into multiple smaller concave lens faces, where superposition causes a
single image at the focal plane [41]. This solution has large steering angles, but is very sensitive and thus hard to
control. Compact and can be optimized to substantially reduce off-axis aberrations [37].(0.25 rad at 25kHz [42])

Figure D.6: Lenslet array
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Adaptive optics
Adaptive optics is used to do wavefront correction and static aberration correction, which is used in ground-based
telescopes, retinal imaging, microscopy, free-space optical communication, optical trapping or beam stabilization
[43]. This is high frequency adjustment (100-1000Hz), at smaller amplitude. Frequencies range from several
hundred Hz [44] to 1000 Hz [45] (±75◦ degrees at <0.1Hz and ±0.1◦ degree at >10Hz [46]) Movement within
adaptive optics of 9, 30 or 100 micron [47] at above frequencies, visible in Fig. D.7.

Figure D.7: Adaptive Optics [47]

Gimbals
Inertially stabilized platforms have many applications, such as surveillance, target tracking, missile guidance,
gun-turret control, communications, astronomical telescope and handheld cameras. The gimbal visible in Fig.
D.8 can have an optic placed in the center and have up to 30mrad at 360Hz tip/tilt rotation [48]).

Figure D.8: Gimbal mount [48]
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MEMS
MEMS laser scanners (visible in Fig. D.9a) are used for applications such as confocal microscope, bar code
reading, finger print sensing, Optical coherence spectroscopy (OCT), Retinal Scanning Display (RSD), printing,
head-up displays and LIDAR [49]. Requirements are more demanding for display applications, since scanning
is limited by optics and signals. MEMS can be split into 3 types for displaying, namely 2-dimensional arrays
(I.e. DLP beamer (folding mirror array)), 1-dimensional arrays (GLV (ribbon bending array)) and 2-dimensional
laser scanning devices (100-350kHz [50]). Resonant MEMS have a range between 17-76◦ degrees, with resonant
frequencies of 17.4 - 40 kHz, resulting in resolution between 17-79.5◦ degrees mm. 65◦ and 53◦ degrees at 60Hz
and 21.3 kHz frequency, by vibration of a mirror around 2 axis. The axis rotate with compliant joints using a
single actuator at 45◦ degrees to the joints. Each vibration mode allows for a different scanning direction, based
on design of compliant joint. A resonant scanner is therefore never vibrationless [51].

(a) Optical MEMS devices, where small plate are rotated to reflect the incoming
ray [35] (b) Rotating polygon scanner workings[52]

Non-resonantMEMS have a resolution between 36◦ and 120◦ degrees mm, with a range of deflection between
10-29◦ and 65◦ degrees (1D scanner) [49]. (6.2◦ degrees with 315Hz and 144 Hz max freq. (MEMS) [53], 5.6◦
degrees with 200kHz max frequency (MEMS) [54]). 2d mems scanner have angles ranging between 10–43◦
degrees, but can be improved using a magnification lens (120◦ at 4kHz). This however does mean the light beam
becomes smaller to achieve a larger steering angle [35], [49]. Hybrids also exist, which can achieve more angle
when driven at resonance frequencies (39◦ (11.2 kHz) to 7.25◦ (60Hz)).

Rotating polygons/ mirrors
These mirrors are used to scan an object, by moving across a pre-defined path, shown in Fig. D.9b. This can
be done at very slow or fast rates (8 to 50kHz) and small to large angles (up to 180◦ degrees) [52]. They are
negatively effected by mirror distortion, bearing wear, vibration, noise and gyroscopic effects as well as having
a lower scan efficiency of the polygon shape. Benefits are high speed, angle and velocity stability.
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Fast steering mirror
Fast steering mirrors (also called galvanometers) move a single mirror face fast (mainly) in tip and tilt directions,
visible in Fig. D.10. They do have a certain amount of settling time (6msec), but allow for high frequencies [35].
Bandwidth is influenced by the lowest uncontrollable resonance of the scanners armature, occurring commonly
between 2.6 and 5 kHz i.e. 10Hz or lower [52].

Figure D.10: Fast steering mirror [55]

Resonant scanners are a type of steering mirror, where the mirror is oscillated at the resonance frequency
of the entire system. This will give, based on the mode that is excited, a fixed pattern of movement at a fixed
frequency [52]. Resonant frequency are commonly between 10 and 18000 Hz with a range of motion between
2 and 30◦ degrees (±7.5◦ at 8-12kHz [56]). Piezoelectric versions also exist, which can have high frequencies
(45kHz or more) but only very small steering angles (<0.05◦ degrees) [52] at high voltages (±)2◦ degrees & 125
kHz [57]). Combination of variants are also possible for more range or more DoFs, such as polygon-galvo, disk-
galvo, resonant scanner-galvo, polygon-polygon or a cam drive scanner. Range of Galvanometers are limited
to ± 6◦ degrees (6.6◦ degrees total at 400Hz [58]) (±7◦ degrees at 630Hz[59]) (bandwidth 2axis 20Hz [44]) (±
7.5◦ degrees at 500Hz (array) [60]) (+-22.5◦ & 2.8kHz (small angle) (2-axis) [61]) (+- 0.2◦ degrees at 2.5kHz
[62]) (+-0.4◦ degrees at 4kHz (2-axis) (22.5◦ degrees max) [62]) (+-1.2◦ at 333 Hz (2-axis) [63]) Very fast Galvo
scanners have developed, capable of 275 kHz to 2MHz, but range has to be limited [64]. (10 um at 2.7 kHz
(3-axis) [65])

Risley prism
Risley prisms are an array of multiple prisms (2 or more) (visible in D.11, which steer a beam by rotating the
individual prisms [31], [66]. This can be a single direction rotation, thus less accelerations. Common problems
are a blind spot around the optical axis (thus limited shallow angle) as well as non linearity introducing distortion.
Also, the relation between angle and rotation of prism is nonlinear, making control also nonlinear. Additionally,
tolerances, accuracy in wedge angle, alignment errors and temperature and pressure variations affect precision.
Benefits of Risley prism beam steering are compact, robust, no coupling, lowmoment of inertia and low sensitivity
to vibrations.

Gratings are lighter, thus higher frequency is possible, but they have dispersion (frequency based effects).
Range of motion of Risley prism beam steering systems is typically between 15◦ and 120◦ degrees [66], with a
frequency of between 75 and 500 Hz, and 30 to 200kHz if rotating [67]–[69]. (100 Hz at 100◦+ scan angle [70])
(90◦ degrees at 200kHz [69]) (100 µrad at designed 6.5kHz [71]) (120◦ degrees at 50Hz [72]) (69◦ degrees at
30kHz [73]).
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Figure D.11: Risley prism [66]

Non-mechanical beam steering
Non mechanical beam steering works by changing the phase of wave light per frequency or position, thereby
moving a resulting wavefront either in time or position (LC based [74]). TLC is only applicable to polarized
light, but relatively slow (100 ms) and limited optical dynamic range. [75] Electro-Optic deflectors have a range
of motion of +-1.5 mrad at 1kHz frequency [76]. These work by changing the electric field in a crystal through
which light beams move, thereby influencing the phase of the light [32]. The accuracy of these EOD is 0.1-10
µ rad, due to only being influenced by voltage. The maximum angle can be increased by placing several prisms
in sequence. Maximum angle from a single prism is a KTN EOD, which has a refraction perpendicular to light
direction (see Fig. D.12b). The max angle here is +-110 mrad, but lower accuracy (10mrad). KTN introduces
astigmatism (single focus point becomes multiple). (GHz is mentioned, but over few degrees if not stacked). The
small angles mean low amounts of resolvable points N, and thus low resolution.

Figure D.12: Electro-Optic Deflector (EOD) workings [32]

Acoustic-Optic Deflectors (AOD) use acoustic waves on a crystal causing a changing refractive index due to
rarefaction and compression of the material. This causes a spatial modulation (phase change) to occur which will
diffract the input beam. This allows for the creating of light spots at will, in a single plane [77]. AOD is slower,
due to the speed difference of sound vs light, but still 40-500 MHz bandwidth [32]. A higher bandwidth however
will cause a lower diffraction efficiency, thus bandwidth is limited to not reduce efficiency below 50 to 60%.
Same as EOD, small angle thus small resolution. More accurate then EOD, with 0.15-1.6 nrad angular accuracy.
Faster then mirror based solutions (4 to 100x), but limited due to efficiency and power handling. Noteworthy is
the undefined angle when frequencies are changed. AOD introduce at high scanning speed cylindrical focusing
effect. Adding AOD/EOD in front of Galvo will result in a faster and more precise system (see Fig. D.13),
allowing for high bandwidth and resolution [32].
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Figure D.13: Acoustic-Optic Deflector (AOD) workings [32]

Another option is electro-wetting, where the contact angle changes according to the potential difference be-
tween electrolyte liquid and a conductor substrate [34]. i.e. angle of fluid changes which allows for steering and
forming. This is a high light efficient solution, since no polarizing occurs. (40Hz frequency, with prism 9.5◦ to
13.2◦ degrees)

Figure D.14: Electro wetting workings [34]

LCPG use polarization birefringent gratings, which uses liquid crystals to alter phase. These can achieve
large angle, up to at least +- 40◦ degrees in one direction [35]. Other directions are less (15◦ degrees). Another
option for non-mechanical beam steering is the usage of liquid-based devices. Here the beam is steered using the
phase difference caused by the shape of the liquid [34].
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